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NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO

SUBSCRIPTION $1.50

ARTESIAN WATER
PROHIBITION
IS STRUCK IN
WINS BY A GREAT
OTERO COUNTY
BIG MAJORITY

FRIDAY NOVEMBER

9,

1917

NUMBER

DEDICATION OF THE NEW MUSEUM A RECEIVER FOR
N. M. CENTRAL
GREAT EVENT FOR NEW, MEXICO
STAYS ON JOB
tented by Scientists and Educators
By Paul A. F. Walter.
The dedication of the new Museum of note. The New Mexico Aisocia- building at Santa Fe, will be an event, jtion have Science, the College and
not only of state wide significance, .High School Section, nd the Arch-bof National importance and in- -j aeolqgical Institute of America will
in this congress, which will be
terest, fixing the eye of the Scieiv-ijoi- n
tific and Art World upon the capital held in the St. Francis Auditorium.
of New Mexico. Considering that the
Monday evening the Science banMuseum is part of the State's edu- quet will be served, and after it, the
cational svstem. it is ouite fitting? School of American Research will
and appropriate that the dedication join With the general meeting of the
takes Dlace durinir the convention of New Mexico Educational Association.
the New Mexico Educational Asso- - Upon' this occasion, Doctor Frank
ciati jn, November
Aside from H. H.1 Roberts, president of the Edu-tha- t,
it will give the teachers an op- - cational Association will deliver his
portunity to meet National leaders address, as will also, Superintendent
in Science, Art and Education, and J. H. Wagner. Doctor Francis W.
to enjoy programs of Music and ad- - Kelsejt of the University of 'Michigan,
dresses that otherwise they would who is noted for his scholarship and
have to go to targe cities to hear. eloquence
will deliver an address,
The dedication festivities will begin "The New Humanism",
un Saturday evening, Nov. 24th, when
Tsianina Concert
the building will be formally trans-- 1
Tuesday afternoon the Tsianina
fcrred to the State. Upon this occa- - Concert will take place at the new
sion. Director Edgar L. Hewett will Museum buildings The program will
preside, and brief addresses will be be a most delightful and appropriate
made by United Stntes Senator A. one. Tsianina and Cadman gave up
A. Jones, Governor W- E. Lindsey, their engagement in New York City
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero in order to be at the dedication, and
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BIGGER ACREAGE

WILL BRING IN
FOOD AND FEED

Monday, November 26.
Sectional sessions.
For JUDGE HOLL0MAN REPLIES REPORT FROM DRY FARMING
program see various sections.
2 p. m. General session of the EdTO NEW OWNERS
OF
DISTRICT
ON
DAWSON
ucational association.
BONDS. UNWISE CHANGE
2:20 p. m. Greetings from the
RAILWAY
SHOWS
IN
state. Governor W. E. Lindsey.
RECEIVERS
CREASED ACREAGE AND
NOW; MUST
2:40 p. m. Address by Dr. O. H.
Benson of Washington, D. C, "Boys
BE REHABILITATED
CROP PRODUCTION
and Girls."
3:15 p. m. 'Getting Into the Game';
Dr. A. E. Winship.
What many believe marks a new
New Mexico almost literally jump
The FederaJ Export corporation,
4 p. m. Business session.
NomiBy R. S Trumbull
ed into the middle of the dry epoch in the development of the
nation of officers and meeting place. present owner of the bonds of the
The following estimates of crops
New Mexico Central railroad com in the
column the very first opportunity Sacramento valley took place last
6 p. m. Science Schoolmasters,
dry farming district tributary
it had to take stock of the senti-- 1 Saturday when the drill at Twin
pany, a bankrupt corporation, has to the Dawson Railway arc
School Dames, and other banquets.
based
a
submitted to Judge Reed Hol'oman
lent of the voters of the state. This,Btittes camp developed large stream
8 p. m. Music.
non
,he acreaKes am estimated
a proposition to expend $100,000 in yiL.Ms
'of flowing water. It seems that the
8:15 p. m.
opportunity occurred on Tuesday,
Address of president,
of
one
by upwards
when there was presented for rati-- j small stream that was brought in
betterments on the property, prov.d-- , ,u,mlr(,(1report,.,!
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts.
farnlcrs
ed Judge Holloman would remove Hisrrihntod over thepr,.ttv ,,;f )rmly
fication by the voters a resolution about two weeks ago had br iken
8:35 p. m. Address of superintendistrict
and
by the Third legislature submitting!1 down the walls of '.the hole from
Ralph F. Twttehell, present re- - ,.,i;n,r ti,.. i, ,,;
dent of public instruction, Jonathan
an amendment to the constitution. pressure and developed into a' large
H. Wagner.
ceiver, anil appoint in his stead a the Wilson Company, of Mills. The
Mr. Rielrirdsnii.
With the possible exception of Rio sized flow. Tt has been estimated
9 p. m. Address, "The New Hudegree of accuracy in the estimates
Sa'e Wat Forbidden
Arriba, the result of which is n it by a number of men that the stream
manism," by Dr. Francis W. Kelsev
tor flic whole oostrirt depends upon
n
gal-ithousand
is
flowing around one
yet known definitely, every county
of the Universityof Michigan.
Vjhen the Federal Export company
the accuracy of
iree factors:
the state gave a majority for pro-- ; Ions per minute nt the present time,
,ne h.mos a snort wm.c
10 p. m. Dance at the armory.
pureuasc,
cstiM,a,s of ,cir own
by
Fr- From Common Salt
On the face of returns
bibition.
of the corpora-!,,,.),,.- ,,
27.
November
representatives
rago,
Tuesday,
f:lrm(.r; seroml, tU!. ac.
which are unofficial, but approxim-- . The water is free from common
,t.on asked that t ie special master. ,.r.u.v , mv
8 a. m.
a st
Vocational
lireakfi
as
to
lhc
t.,,imaU.
(o.
to F. C. Holland,
Col.ms. proceed with til,
atcly complete and believed to be salt but according
Judge lorin
9 a. m. Section sessions.
of (ir(ni:rs jn the ,lis.
simerficinl tests, the
who has. m-the sa'e of the proivr y. This sale trict n;,t,.r,:
,
,
altogether reliable, Union county led
M7
eslilIlated
the vanguard with a majority of 1,- water contains eqsom or glauber
w.m
iwc
I1" '
,
nimiber of
'", T'-'v
actually farming
This much is certain.' howe-c- r,
iOO, Taos, with 97, bringing up thcalts.
W.
IM..
I.VI IIIJ,
I"'1
tile district this year; third, the
is
is
a
it
class
first
and tlint
rearguard.
ling ine control into ine nanus ot tne decree of accuracy of the assumption
also be used
ater a"?.
new owners. Judge llolloiuan was that the acreaws and
!?tof.k
low. R.sult Cause. Alarm
yields of the
in possession
of reports which he farmers
steam boilers nt the well,
in
will average the
months ago the friends of cor(in(T
reporting
n
Mr Foster, the
.as
which
were
and
reliable,
regarded
same as for the balance of the farm-ixfwere confident that the or He states r))at jt is a hctt(.r
to the effect that the new owners1
I ..,.1'..
...,! .... c
amendment would carry by a hand-- ; steamin!r
he has been
of the bonds intended to dismantle tion helwecn October 17th and 22nd
,hn
to
There
appeared
j
majority.
ant) wn;Cn nns bceri sllpniC(1 by
the property, anil on this account 1917.
be no organized effort on the part, the companv from t),e w. B. Tack-o- f
he forbade the sale of the road by
the liquor interests.
Thm came
Winter Wheat Gains
rhi, wMr i,as bpcn
the special master. The latest pro
the result in Iowa, where a prohi used for irrigation purposes with
Winter wheat for 1916-1of the corporation, of rourse
Average
posal
bition amendment was lost by a ma satisfactory results.
included the court's authority to for 239 farms, 87 acres per farm. Es- Iowa
jority tf more than 1,000.
total.
tinnted
57,079
acres.
At 900 Feet
Strike
the
sale.
with
Average
proceed
had no saloons to assist in the fight,
The wter was brought in at a litviem, .1.1 hnsncls per .acre. EstimatProposal Nt Accepted
and there appeared to be no organi- - tle less thin 900 feet and the drill
Holloman has declined to ac- ed total yield. 295.082 bushels. This
Judge
zation or rne menus oi wnisKey. "
cept the proposal which was made. acreage and the average yield arc for
.pon(, father into the hard rork
g
From his letter der'ining. the fol- the acreage planted. There was an
stratum ofi
uauiicu laicr mil puuiu
hc'ow the
also that
:..
mixed with the issue, and
abandonment of probably between 30
statements are taken:
lit
lowing
German agents were rendering val- ',ent!on nf ,he Twtn IillH(.s Co is
here are some matters in con- - and 40 per cent, of the planted arre- name service agauisi proniuiiion. i c , sm)t thp wat(,r off fron ,,le drill
4
pection with this that are of a ralheratte, whch would bring the average
In the first place, threshed yield up to 7 or K bushels
delicate nature.
aisappoinimcni in lowa causeu ine jrh ft str;n(T of 7.;nr,, casini? as
some
worKers in iew iviexito 10 njse
I took in preventing
.aCiu'
the acti-uran be niifunpri ami t"eni
soon as
'..' ctti
the,"cr acre.
E.
Si
yv
it
of their optimism not as to the to go onit
sale of the road was the occasion,
Winter
pmsnertinei for ol. Tf. is
wheat
as
of
but
t
amendment
the
safety
of considerable antagonism on the 'iiHed. or to he planted,
not believed tint the
wt"r'
125
i
rn
with wW im v
r farm. Estimat- part of roi-- n interested parties, '.rnis fil
ley said last night that he never do ()(, fonnr,
n
of
a
unusual
view
the new Miuwa Buildiag.
strata.
jiiot ie.hfiliii!? the aMfjriieys
i. tal. 61.128 ares.
uruj ins c!tum,ui' iiiiuw liic j.ow"
il,, tii. 1 hey fe't that
was
Tin nar tells something of th
e iiuissivcness of the Pecos replica, while the shaded Lincoln Avenue
Draining Biff Basin
mark. There "were many who did.
n, 6 $57,113 Pound.
Orantimr that the artesian water
and
I;
without any
c dc.
'
More than one friend of the
reproduces the lovely Laguna mission church front.
121
for
Average
is of good o'lalit
r
if
over qv.'il:: .
hi r to
Move or.
and
iv,
(dadly have accepted a maj- an extensive ?rca of the vl'cy. as
Per firm. Estimated
action I tH)k was
tie
A r
ac'
s
would
have
is
''
iniat-PAfternoon
A
visitors
e
others
;.
one
e
1,000;
e,
the
I,,,,
treat
a:'
that
(!,e
the
State
ority,
eraeo'
Receptions,
d
.' ly by a d .'re to pro- i
(,
may now sc;ni prol.al.'c, the quesm'11,
'r acre.
w'll r il!o.,v. This will also to Santa Fe will always remember, other entertainment.
cepted a maioritv of one solitary tion
ille
it
to the
neldie in
lei t
arise;
In-r.
4
6
m.
of
of
e
the
Pueblo
Princess
Concert
uit'
vote, if that majority had been above nf tnd the amount
concert.
'he
!
"7,113
p.
Preceding
s;
i!
f the nrU- hn
greatest
live
art .'.l ihit ever In.!. in the South- -' dians will give the Eagle and other ina and Cadman, followed bv reccp- - in the '',Mu'tv of this rai'road.
In. 'i ii
I
suspicion ana contest.
for 111) farms
7,h:,t d'leslion should not
supply.
- tion, Indian dances in patio of new
im- - dances in the patio.
in
a
conand
After
the
the
most
west,
-.
t
it
is
consiml
when
'fell t
still feel, 17.1 acres per farm. Estimated totot'waj,
fken in'o
Victory Never In Doubt
portant eV"r hi'ld in the l.nited cert a reception will be tendered tmiseum.
fhat had sufficient evidence to j'jst-- , tal. ' (t.'''S acre. Estimated average
Fears proved to be groundless. No deration that the parts of the
6 p. m. Dinner to normal school;
Slates excepting; perhaps, those at Tsianina and Cadman by the Wo-th- e
it'v rue in beliciug that the purpose yield. 9.97 bushels per acre. Estimatreal organization developed in the mento Mountains and Sierra Blanca
laud
man's
It
Mwenm
household arts section ami other of this
will proBoard, to which
great
anrt llie Iving west of the divide and that
r.ankc nf thp nnoositinti
company in purchasing these ed total, 10.960 bushels.
chcrs
and
Fe
the
the
that
at
are
to,
Santa
w!r'd
invited, banquets.
public
bonds was to wreck the road and to Cine forage Averace for 101 farms.
lentiment proved so strong that it lrain into the Sacrament i basin
Cad-a8
of
a
m.
and
real
Tsianina
school
Music.
Princess
American
will
and
Tas
p.
sing
more than one-- 1
wm.lH hn
dispose of the steel. That question, '07 acres per farm. Estimated total,
ri.trlpn nvfr nu orrrm. cover somewhat
is in the making.
8.15 p. m. "The Schods and of
Some forty 'man will play again on Wednesday
course, is past the stage of argil- - 916 acres. Estimated average yield,
t,lc "',sln
V'c lmiM.ilrra
mation that might have been attempt- ".ln
R. E. McPride.
Dr.
a
he
it
of
wi'l
farewell
artis's
for
at
note
Health,"
evening
concert,
by
represented,
ton per acre.
and the matter to be consider-- i a trifle better than
nienl
portion receives a far greater
ed. A majority of one or one thous-.T.h8:35 p. m. "The Marks
of an
will mark their last appearance in
and about three hundred
is to see if something can-- ! Total estimated yield, 7,000 tons.
now
jed
and, would have put the amendment precipitation th ui the plains area and will be hung At the Fame paintings
- American,
Dr.
West
Thnrswill
this
the
time
On
1916-1Slutz.
Frank
seasm.
121
will
'not
for
n
t
so
be
to
Rye
the
done
that
Average
rise
t
only
permanent streams
as positively as they've
into effect
10 p. in.
he held an exhibit of Indian handi- - day forenoon, a union Thanksgiving
Dance at the armory and the rights of the public be conserved,
How into the va ley.
farms, 4 2 acres per farm. Estimated
actual majority, which may go as,"1
.'the
in
is
be
Hoolies.
to
the setting of the service
held at which some
crafts, which
The Rinconada
area
but the interests of the bondholders total, 2,675 acres, Average yield, 4.8
drainage
high as 20,000 ;' but in practical oper-- :
will be dotib- - eminent speaker is to make a pabcartif"! new
will be protected and their rights bushels per acre. Estimated total,
Wedneaday, November 28
ation of the amendment there js which drains to the plains thraugh ly attractive. Building,
In
address.
triotic
the
12 840 bushels.
the
afternoon,
m. Section sessions.
guaranteed.
this material difference: The senti-- i '".; Alamo comprise about R5 square
Not Alway Conclutive
Oil Sund-.- v forenoon, an ecclesias- - htate Land uttice lias promised toi 2 p. m. Music.
Rye 1917-1- 8
Statement!
Average planted for
mcnt against whiskey is so positive nvles; the Tularosa area about 165
2 acres per farm. Es-i- n
,
"It is impossible, however, for me 116 farms.
tical service at wh'ch some Roman show the six reel of films, taken re-- l 2:20 p. m. "Wild Life Conserva- l,,e
and so strong that bootlegging wi!I
V"7 Fresnal about
a
motion
c
cently
Aldo
timated
"S
by
picture
3,949
acres.
,
impany tion,"
total,
the capacity of judge, to accept
Leopold,
Catholic prelate is to preside, is plan in
square mi'es and the smal' drain-not bo tnleratn. This will hp a
various parts of New Mexi.o.
Grain sorghums (milo. kafir and
of anyone as being con- -'
statements
ned for St. Francis Auditorium. In
t
insniratinn tn nffirprs to en- - atfc are's of the smaller canons be
In the evening a banquet to the
reen the Tularosa and Alamo about
elusive of their intent. That is not fctcrita) Average for 114 farms, 2.8
force the new law. It has been ob- artists is to be given at the new
because I may have doubts of my 'acres per farm. Estimated total,
served that in communities where 200 square nvles
71
'
.
.
r
Museum.
This merely outlines the
i
r"vf
Area 5P0 Square Miles
as to thrir honesty of purpose, 784 acres. Average estimated yield,
the great majority of the people
entertainment
and
directly
but merely because I believe that 8 bushels ppr acre. Estimated tolal,
are overwhelmingly against Honor.' "he entire west side of the Sa
-'
onnected
with
the
dedication.
They
outside of any consideration of anv 114,272 bushels.
bootlegging does not prosper. There cramnto moi.nt.ams between Three
'ove-tai- l
with those provided by the
sort when a great public interest is
Yields Half Ton
MUM
will be bootl;ggingin New Mexico Fi""rs and Dorr Tan.n comprises a
"d icational Associati m and the
e
.
,
the court should require
area of over 500 ware
at
tan
At
j:h.,,
only where the people are passive
rh.imbcr of Commerce for the visit- that will put the court mlacres
and wink at the violation of the miles. The tot-- l avra-- e precinita-afarm i.:,t jmated total, 400
jcond.fons
a position
tton is prnhab'v not 'ess than 18
to prevent anv destruc- - ;icres
ig teachers, and assure w'th double,
AvcraBe estimated yield, .5
y
events placed
.
3
leasnre of
t
,
inches. The stream discharge, ex- tion of property that might be
"
acre
f
t the disposal of every visitor at
here-- j
Bigffe.t Proportionate Majority
or
that
is
of the flood drb-Tcs- ,
might
Irontemplatcd
wheat and
T,le yk.Ids on Jyi6-1- 7
he capital durinai educational week.
The state majority is perhaps the lss than five per rent of the
after be contemplated.
arc the actual yields as measured
is mv bebef that it is abso rye the
"It
majority, in proportion to the pitation. and a treat de-- 1 of this is
machines.
Program
by
threshing
vote polled, by which any one of the de'ivered bv springs which 'derive
lutely neressarv th-- t this road be
Farm unit 1'3 farms contain
77 states has become "dry", which the water from hirrher sources,
Saturday November 24.
rehabilitated. It will take a
The average farm unit
acres.
9. a. m. to 12 a. m. Sessi ons of the
is a rea'ly notable achivement.
sum of money to do that, in 1915 was 447 acres,
The f
waer discharges are a
in 1916 it had
penot
ducational
Roswell leads all the cities with vcrv sm--of
of
council.
course,
also
thr
th
auioint.
total
pv.ct
portion
increased to 490 acres, while this
a majority of 640: Santa Fe second prccinatition.
within
knowledr'p.
in''
? p. m. to 5 p. m
of
Threfore the rrreater
Sessions
the
year it had grown to 570 acres.
.Sum Mentioned Hard'y Knoijgh
W'th 470, Albuquerque third with portion of the wter sin' s into the
"ducational council.
The estimated arc controlled by
450.
The city of Las Vcas was soil pvA roots to be finallv
"However, I doubt seriously if the f. rmeis and the Wilson company is
8 p. m. Official transfer of the
64
amount siu'gpsted in your letter wi'l 177.ll1.) acres. The tot-- l estimated
by 53 maiority, but East I.as rharped through subterranean
museum bii'l'';Pir to the state.
ev
overcame this, with nearlv 150 lets at the lower portion of the
be a sufficient amount for that
Edgat L. Hcwett. president.
c.hivatcd aria is 101,1ft) acres.
to the other side. Artejia lCy.
especial'v after d. dueling, as
vill
the opening d''recs.'l
The per ccnt.ige of total area in
a
sufficient
to
do,
contributed a maiority of 250. which
Two
Gov-Outlntt
Only
you propose
"d States Senator A. A. Jones,
i
cultivation in 1915 was lo.7; in 1916,
a
car,
to
was proportionately very large.
purchase
There are onlv two outlets, for
moup.t
gao'ine
"rnor W: E. Lindsey, Secretary of,
21.0; in 1917, 26.8.
'repair bridges .and purchase other
"tate Antonio T.u?ero and others wi'li
,!,"ie vast O'ntities of water and
Of Countie.
Showing
Averaga Of Content!
I will frankly
neress-rv.
.
e
are
over
as
the
surface
supplie
t"ev
addresses.
brief
i
In average farm contents, the tomv purpose
i.
been
maiority by counties, as ac- - tr n i . .
the
it
has
that
state
Cadman,
Composer.
j
j
9:30 p. m. Opening or exhibits of Famous
ctirately as it has been possible to thf n,,orf,riw OIlt,'et Tlie f1r)0(, wn.
of his Indian comcertificates to the tal area in 1910 was 491) acres, in
'to. issue
oi'th western art and reception by positions because
pet the returns, is as follows
and also as a pianist.
(amount of 'r0Ty) for the purpose I9i7 it is 570 acres, as lias been shown.
do
far
into
the
not
val'ev
tels
pet
committee.
woman's
museum
533 before
Bernalillo
ere follows a statement ot the
of putting this road into proper
it is all Hissinifed thrn"-1032
Chaves
2 :40 p. m.- - 'Making Education Sig-th- c
h pe that a satisfactory average tana cuihciks in the sevth? "m'1 and is availSunday. November 25.
into
shape.
percolat'on
1339
Colfax
Child," Dr. Frank ad:ustme nt of this matter can soon eral crops. The iiist figure given
able as sha'low we'l water. Bv far
Divine services in St. Francis' an- - uificant for
.ttlatl..
900
Curry
be reached so that it will not he is for I91o, the second lor 1917. Where
the trreater portion of the ra'n and
Tha Famous Prima Donna.
d'toriiim, exact liour and prelate who Shitz.
401
de Baca
3
m. Business session.
Pneressarv to do so. I have gone so, wheat and rye are shown for 1910.
snow waters that fall upon the 500
wi'l rteliver sermon to be announcer!'
760
Dona Ana
the other
8 p. m. Oratorical contest at Scot1J17, one for 1910-1far as to ascertain where these
of
miles
shed
the
water
square
upon
la(er
775
r the dedication proper is
the
Eddy
(i rtlicoming crop of 1917-1tish Rite cathedral. Tsianina concert tifiratcs can be sold, and the monc-jth. I... T7
c ..... i
side
of
TV. . t
mounwest
the
Sarram,nto
-.
i627
ji.iim.-Grant
..i.c wigd.i much ty
lohn R. McFie
o, Fran:Q
I wil' suggest, however,!
Whiter wheat, 8.7; 88.1 acres;
obtained.
tains sinks into the rorkv strati in to take P ce
500
nresidpnt of the Roard of Recrpnts. feeler.
Guadalupe
I will agree to rcnn:t the'ter rye. 4.2; 6.2 acres; pinto beans,
the mumtains and finds its wav in29
November
Scottish
Thursday,
mass
at
Patriotic
meeting
400
Lea
Hr,rl.1n I7r.,l
or a conf irrni tion 15.0. ; 39.0 acres; Indian corn, 17.2;
to the
strati of the val- - .Ml
Masonic cMbedral with Dr. A.l 11 a. m. Union Thanksgiving ser- - sale of the roid
500
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cnr'v,,c, wji up th- - orator of the'1''''
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20 rockv
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Colfax counties Mr. Trumbull, who
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Roosevelt
new one substituted. Not that I prepared the statement, is agricultu-hav- e
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THE NEW WAR TAX

HELPS

Three cents an ounce
Postage
or fraction thereof on letters for
other than local delivery; two
rents on ull postal cards.
Admissions Ten per cent tai
on tickets to theaters, cabarets,
and other amusement places.
Dues Ten per cent tax on
dues of clubs exceeding $12 a
yenr.
Tobacco Graduated taxes on
clgara, tobacco, cigarettes, cigarette papers and snuff.
Express Five per cent tax on
amounts paid for express transportation.
Passengers Eight per cent of
the cost of railroad tlcketa, except local.
Berths Ten per cent of the
cost of berths, staterooms, and
parlor car seats.
Oil Five per cent tnx on
amounts paid for transportation
of oil by pipe Hues.
Messages Five cents tax on
each telegraph, telephone, or radio message costing 10 cents or
more.
Insurance F.lght cents tax on
each $1110 or fractional part
thereof of eiich life Insurance
policy; one per ;ent of the premium on lire, marine, inland,
ami casualty Insurance policies.

a
o

IIP ENEMY

Folks Have to Pay Extra Now
for Postage, Travel, Amuse'
ments, Etc.
REMEMBER,

KAISER TO BLAME

But for Prussia's Mid Ambition and
Barbarous Methods, World Probably Would Bo at Peace Don't
Forget Income Tax.

!

I GERMAN

SINKS II. S SHIP

M. LINOMAN

SAMMIES UPHOLD

TEUTONS CROSS
TAGUAMENTO

NATION'S HONOR
BATTLE HAND . TO HAND WITH
STRONGER FORCE WHICH CUTS
THEM OFF BY BARRAGE.

VON MACKENBON

FOUR MINUTES AFTER
BEING ATTACKED.

OF GREW MISSING

TEUTONS RUSH TRENCH

RUSS

OFFICIAL CA8UALTY LIST 8H0W8
THREE KILLED, FIVE WOUND-- '
ED AND TWELVE CAPTURED.

BRITISH REPORT TWO ADDITION-

PATROL
DOWN

21

Railway Chief Now
a Brigadier General

BOAT ALCEDO

GOES

CANADIANS WIN

PA8SCHEN
DAELE IN FURIOUS DRIVE
NEAR YPRES.

CADORNA'B
MENACE

FORCES PIERCE

NEW

LINE

ITALIAN

AND

ARMY.

REPULSE

TURKS

AL DEFEATS OF OTTOMAN
FORCES IN PALE8TINE.

Western Newspaper Union News Hervlce.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Washington How does the war tax
Weatern Newspaper Union News Service.
strike you? How do you enjoy putWashington, Nov. 7. The American
London, Nov. 6. Von Mackensen
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n
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Gained Fame While Dying.
Antoine Wattenu, one of France's
foremost artists, painted his celebrated
decorative panels while dying of the
white man's scourge. He sprang from
surroundhumble and poverty-strickeings, and was forced to work on the
brink of atarvatlon for the greater
years. Just
part of hl tblrty-eeve- n
M his fame rose to national proportions his tubercular condition became
worse and he worked desperately during his Inst few years to complete M
oca work as possible before he died.

Greatest Thing In the World.
Love has been railed the greatest
thing In the world, but the greatest
thing In the world Is not a thing at
person.
all; the greatest thing Is
Personality la the greatest thing la
the world. The greatest thing In personality la not strength of body nor
strength of mind. It la strength of
heart. ""Clever people are as common
as blackberries, Ibe rare thlnga to
find a good one."
ft la not Daniel
Webster's brain, but Lincoln's heart,
that wlna nation's lore. Exchange.

Kansas Miner Resume Work.
Pittsburg, Kan. Work was resumed
In the greater part of the mines In
District 14 in compliance with the order of President Alexander Howat
Miner In less than twenty of the
eighty mine which were Idle failed
to return to work.

Explosive Maker Must Get License.
President Wilson
Washington.
made public a proclamation under
which all persons manufacturing or
distributing explosives or their ingredients must get a license from the
director of the Bureau of Mines.

Girl Killed by Auto.
Port Collin. Mand Harris,
year
old. was killed when struck by an automobile driven by Merrill Melbura,
'
17 year old.

Hertling Accept Chancellorship,
A Berlin dispatch
Amsterdam.
says Count von Hertling has telegraphed to King Ludwlg of Bavaria
that he baa accepted the German
thaacellorshlp.

Fort Collin

Hog Increase I Necessary.
Washington, D. C. To win the war
we need more meat. To get an increased meat supply .quickly hog
breeding must be Increased materially throughout the country, and in certain states an increase of from 25 to
50 per cent in the number of hogs Is
recommended by the United States
Department of Agriculture.

Italy Aaks War on Austria.
Washington. America can best aid
Italy in her present crisis by declar
ing war on Italy's
an official Cablegram received here from the general headquarter of the Italian army said.
arch-enem-

Hungary,

Austria--

Arizona Cotton. Gin Fir Los $1(MM00.
Phoenix, Ariz. Fire in the plant of
the Southwestern Cotton Company at
Tempe, near, here, caused a loss in
cotton now estimated at $100,000 and
destroyed two of the four gins of the
plant Two gins and the office buildings were saved.

Eight Killed in Finland Attack.
American Flyer Win 15th Fight
Washington. Eight men are dead
and another is missing as the result
Paris. Lieut Raol Lufbery of
of the recent torpedoing of the homeConn, member of the Lafayward bound United States transport ette flying squadron, brought down bla
Finland by a German submarine.
fifteenth German airplane.

d.

Election Nov. 17.
The Canadian
Ottawa, Ontario.
election are to be held Not. 17
Hold Canadian
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MESSAGE

asarlaoa are la effect

wees

antlswa,
e sa the Uermaa aahsmartaea
have
used agalaat merchant ahlpplag
It Is Impossible
to defend ships

OF

keen,

access rally werked aat aaly aader
caver aad where as aae haa
the right
ask qaeetleas. Cunningly eeatrlved
plana af deception ar aggregates, carried. It may as free ffeaaratlea ta generatloa, eaa be warked aat aad kept
from the light only within the arivao
of courts ar behind tho carefully gaard-e- d
eoaadeseea of a narrow aad privileged class. They are happily Impossible where public opinion commends nnd
Inalata unon fnll Information concern-I- n
all tbe aatloa'a affairs.
A steadfast concert for peace eaa
aever be malatalaed except by a
of democratic aatloaa. Na autocratic government eauld be trusted
to keep faith wlthla It ar ebscrve lie
csveannta. It mast be a league of
honor, a partnership sf opinion. Intrigue would ent Itn vltala awnyi the
plottlnga af laaer circles wha coald
plnn what they waald, aad reader account ta aa aae, woald be a corruption
seated at Ita very heart. Oaly free people eaa hold their purpaaa aad their
hoaer atesdy ta a commas end, aad
prefer tbe Interest ef maaklad ta aay
aarrow Interest of their own.
Does not every American feel that
assurance haa been added to our hope
for the future peace of the world by
the wonderful and heartening things
that have been happening within the
last few weeks In Russia? Rassln was
knew'a by those who kaew ker best
ta have been nlways la fact democratic
at heart la all vital hablta af her
thought, la all tho latlmate relntlon- nblps of her people thnt spoke their
nntural laatlart, their habltunl nttltudr
toward life. The nutorrary thnt crowned the summit of her political structure, long aa It had atood aad terrible
aa was the reality af Ha power, was
aot in fnct Russian in origin, charac
ter, or purpoae, aad aow It baa been

'l waa are la net Ural ta their aetsa-'mr- a
aad ta the government In the hear
at teat. They are
mast af them aa trae

'
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aae layal Americans as If then- hnd
DEMAND NOW IS FOR BETTER STANDARDS
against
their attacks, as the taw at astlaas
has
sever known aay other fealty ar nl.
d that merchaatmea wenld deI
"enaaee. raey will be prompt ta ataaf
fend theaaaelvea against privateers ar
with aa in rebuking aad restraining
DISTORTED cruisers,
visible craft glvlaff chase Bp.
he few wha amy ho of a different mind
I
sea. It I common pruaad pain ess. If there oboald bo dis
dence In auch circumstances, grim necIt will be dealt with with a
loyalty,
essity Indeed, to endeavor to destroy
arm nana af atera repveesloai bat
them before they have shown their own
it lifts its head at all. It will lift M HYLAN ELECTED MAYOR OVER
German People Not Permitted to Intention. They must be dealt with sa--a
aaly here aad there aad wlthoat o.
sight, If dealt with at all.
MITCHEL BY
leaaaca eseept from a lawless aad
The German government denies the
Read Full Text of Presimallgaaat few.
VOTE.
right of neutrals to use arma at all
HILLQUIT THIRD.
Is a distressing aad ennresalve dnir.
It
within the areas of the sea which It
dent's Address.
gentlemen sf tho congress, which I
haa proscribed even In the defense of
ava performed In thus nddresslhg yon.
rights which no modern publicist has
acre are, It may he, many mantha of
ever before questioned their
right to
lery trial and nueriace nhend af ns. NEW
defend. The Intimation la conveyed
that
XICO VOTES DRY
la a fearful thing ta lead thla great,
It
EFFECT ON PUBLIC FEARED the armed guards which we have
eacefal people late war. Into tho moat
placed on our merchant ships will be
terrible
elvand
disastrous
all
wars,
sf
treated as beyond the pale of law and
lllsstloa Itself seeming is he la the
subject to be dealt with as pirates
aalasce.
be. Armed
would
IneffecBat the right Is more precloas tbaa SUFFRAGE AND PROHIBITION
neutrality Is elream-ataaeCopy Issued by Committee on Public tual
at bestt la saeh
eaongh
pence, aad we ehall flght for the thlaga
VOTE IN OHIO VERY CLOSE
Information Shows Important
aad la the face ef saeh pretenwhich wa have always carried nearest
1
sions It Is worse than Ineffectual
it la
nur hearts-t-fs- r
ON EARLY RETURNS.
Passages That Were
the
fsr
democracy,
likely aaly ta produce what It was
1
II
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sf
who
to
submit
right
Suppressed.
meaat ta preveati It Is practically eer.
ta have a voice la their awnauthority
governtala ta draw aa lata war withant either
for
the
ments,
liberties
and
sf
rights
the rlgata-e- r the effectiveness of the bel- Western Newspaper Union News Service.
The Qerman government did not
iigereata. There la aae choice we caa-aof right by such a concert of free peodare to communicate to the GerNew York, Nov. 7. John P. Hylan.
we
ars
of making!
make,
ple aa ahall brlag peace and safety te
We Will not ehsasaIncapable
man people the full text of Presl.
the nnth at nhmU- nil aatloaa aad make the world Itself Democratic nominee, is elected mayor
Mr
slou
aad suffer the most sacred rights
at last free.
dent Wilson's, war message of
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lead
of our nation and our people to be
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Ta
snch
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InfluIt
2,
feared
the
nored or violated. The wroaga agalaat
April
Uvea nnd ear fortunes, everything thnt of about 145,000 over John Purroy
ence which the unabridged text
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wo are aad everything thnt we have, Mltchel, the present mayor and fusion
imon wraagal they eat ta Ike very
of this message might have upon
with tbe pride of those who knew that candidate. Morris Hlllqult (Soc.).run
roots of fcasaaa life.
the day haa come whea America Is
the opinion of the people. ThereWith a profound sense of the solemn
ning on a straight anti-wa- r
platform
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WRIST WATCH IS POPULAR
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The wrist watch prejudice seems to
have vanished and everybody Is wear-Iclock on his forearm, but it has
taken a war to bring about the change.
Only a couple of years ago a delegation of wrist watch Justifiers attempted to get the sanction of the
Jewelers' convention, then In session
la New York, ta see to It that every
n;

mother's son wore a timepiece on his
wrist. But the convention said nay,
that the wrist watch was not to be.
When this country woke np very recently and began to get dressed for a
fight it was realised that a wrist
watch was a rather clubby young
thing to have ticking on one's anatomy. The soldiers put them on. Soldiering subsequently became more and
more fashionable, and now anyone
who laughs openly at a wrist watch Is
regarded a slightly mad and posess-tn- g
the vaaklags of a slacker.

York the demand has been so great
that Jewelers are sending men direct
to the various factories to plead for
larger orders. The price has been
raised in almost nil grades, but the
folk who know a good thing when
a whole nation shows It to them, continue to buy on and on.
Converting the Bird.
In
"A bird in the hand Is worth--?w- o
the bush." "Trouble Is to make the
bird believe It." Louisville

Indian Summer.
The term "Indian summer" is applied to a period of mild, open weather
that comes In the fall, embracing the
most of October and sometimes extending into November, and characterized by a sort of dry mist or haziness
that differentiates It from other seasons of the year. What causes tbe distinctive features of the sen "too. especially the hazy atmosphere. Is unknown, and the origin of the term
Different explanations
qunlly so.
have been given of both, but they seen
to be largely fanciful.

Meat Supplies.
Will
PREPARE ALFALFA SEED BED
Chicago. America's surplus of meat
d
to When Sown After Small Grain Crops
and dairy products will be
the allies after Dec. 1, by Joseph P.
Thorough Disking, Followed by
Cotton, head of the meat committee of
Harrowing Is Enough.
the federal food administration, it was
announced.
When alfalfa Is to be sown after
winter wheat or other small grain
Keet Witness Released From Jail,
crops, a thorough disking, followed by
Marshfield, Mo Dick Carter,-- who frequent harrowings, will often be all
turned state's evidence in the trial of that may be required, provided the
Claude Piersol, convicted as one of the tand Is worked shortly after the grain
kidnapers of baby Lloyd Keet, has la removed Whea plowing in this case
u wwwirr. the preparation of tbe
Pro-Rat- e

pro-rate-

seed bed will oftea be facilitated by
disking ahead of the plow and by following the plow at once with a pulverizer and harrow.
Legume Brings More Milk.
There's more milk in the pails and
less purchased feed on the farmi
which are planted with more legume
seed.
Clover Runa Second.
Alfalfa is best, but good old Clovei
hay mns a rinse second
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LAST SATURDAY FOR
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On last Saturday The New MexState Record passed under the
control of a receiver. Frank Staplin,
former manager, was appointed to
EDITORIAL
POINTS
OUT serve as receiver. He filed an acceptable bond at once and took
WOOL,
BEANS, charge of the property. The story
SHEEP,
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und Pubic Sin-sk!l..i.
I would require that the matter be and the amount of fruit that was
than that , Divorce
,m.. .
fa)k SQ
)ike Roosenfeldf
settled either by the court or the,thu switched away from the local
amber of days,
l dink ve must pe tvinsl
state" corporation commission,
or cann.ery maae DI8 omerence in tne
der vinds dey plow
some properly constituted body that .receipts.
Tin to CnntTe.sman William B.
Der mavim Rule or Ruct
Good' Outlook Next Year
can hereafter be determined upon.
Wa'ton. nf N-- w Mevico; Po.iM-tio- n You gannot wreck our skyndicate
1 ne totals
I
trom both plants were
Settlement
tarly
Ven Gott iss in der Trust I
look, to he a oopuUr re
'In my opinion it wril be necessary 9.649 cases of No. 2 cans and about
in the Snhin Stat.- - It w"ld he
IV
to close up this matter at the earliest 2000 cases of No. 3 cans.
City-Banreasonably safe now to lin. up Being ein kviet Noodral Power.
date possible or for me to proceed
While the output this year has
I know mein chob, you bet
j
against th. Honor traffic
and issue the receivers ,len short of that of last jrear, the
1 hrav for Beace, und
hope for War certificates to put the road in proper company will carry over into next
Wan-d- ?
To .vchanwe a perfect-- ! Und keep mein powder wet ;
shape for the reason that because of (year an immense amount of property
Put
ven
I've
I vond Palm Beach suit for a new
the uneasiness manifested in certain
noding else to do
figures as an asset on the books,
Put
und
Suit
shtandt
aroundt
chat
overcoat.
(matters regarding the whole matter. Cans, cases and other materials that
a.
Den
Divine
nmin-eder
I
Keen
talks
enlv
two
has
Right
mrs
the interests of the peoplf of the state. would have been used up in the event
sense t'rouph ,
to th- - Prohibition Editor, The
particularly those in direct contact) of a fall season remain on hand,
I
Mein military hat.
with this road, are greatly Jeopard-- j and next year the factories will get
State Record.
der vinds dey plow
ired. The federal bank of Wichita, I 'war to a good start, instead of
has absolutely refused to go ing to wait for delivery of this
Th. old soaks who imoly nroat Und softly visper dis:
"Der
Kaiser
alhe iss more as yet
with loans of money in the.terial, and the costs of practically
have th. "red ticker" will bar.
all
iss
Und
11
vat
Iss!"
months in which to absorb
Estancia valley until it knows that all of it will nrohably be a great deal
tnost
right
Wallace Irwin in. Colliers Week-to- st no wrecking program is contemplat- - higher in 1918 than they are now.
of th. nic to last them the I
siotta-I
ed."
ly.
Demi ng Headlight.
rf
lira.
Subscription

s.

g.

to Weekly State Record $1.50 per year
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Capital Stock
we
Fully Paid and
fer
shares of Treasury stock at cents per share the
ceeds of the stock sale to be used to construct a
ton oil flotation
mill and buy truck for to haul out oncentrates.
Buy stock in a proposition here at home, help home industries
to do so shows progressivness it will also bring in out side capital
so badly needed to develop the many natural resources of our state.
As the
S. Government has guaranteed
cents per pound
for copper. We can guarantee per cent on the money invested
this is not saying that the above amount is all that will be paid, for
as additional amount will be paid as a bonus.
Engineers report and samples of ore from property can be seen
at the office west side of Plaze or Joseph B. Hayward, Capital
x
Building or address.

Incorporated.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

E
320 acres, S
BARGAIN
tnilci (ram Mill. New Mexico, and IS miles
from Roy, New Mexico! good roads, land
good for farming and grazing; half ia Bandy
Roswell E. Farley, superintendent loam and nalt black aoil, yu acres brnken for
well with
cultivation,
water, 200 acrea
Anti-saloo- n
of the
league for New of the tract adapted togood
farming and balance
Mexico, has been appointed on the to grazing; price $9.00 per acre. No. 106,
at Washington, State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
lormy committee
which will conduct a fight to have US ACRES UNDER Springer Ditch System,
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
a constitutional amendment for na- with 12S aharea of stock in Springer Ditch
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
75
tionwide prohibition submitted to the Co., landacrea in Alfalfa, balance good (armall under the ditch, good four
PUBLIC LAND SALE
people. The senate has already pass- ing
wire fence around the land, good four room
ed the resolution.
It is expected to
good barn and sheds, one and one
LEA COUNTY
be taken up by the house when con- half mile from Springer on north bank of
Cimarron River. Price per acre $85.00. No. Office
convenes
in
of the Commissioner of Public
December.
gress
115. State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
Lands,
Mr. Farley together with Gov. W.
Santa Fe, Ntw Mexico.
E. Lindsey will be New Mexico's re- FOR SALE STOCK RANCH, right miles
from
N.
M.
320
Comnrisinsr
acres
Deming
Notice is hereby given that purauant to
Anti-saloo- n
at
the
lea
presentatives
Catcnted land all fenced, three room house, iiic urufiiium o an ace oi ionirreaB. an.
three school sections leased free.
gue convention in Washington
in
roved
20th, 1910, the laws of the
with fine open range two good wells, about E tate 01June
Mrs. Lindsey and Mrs. 40
December.
New Mexico and the rules and
head Hereford cuttle, and about 40 head
regulations of the State Land Office, the
Farley have been named as delegates work horses, mares and mules, including Commissioner
of Public Lands will offer
to the W. C. T. U. convention to three studs and. one jack, Stock in fine at
puolic sale to the highest bidder at
he he'd December 3 to 7. Mr. and shape and food stuff, for complete outfit, 9 o'clock
A. M., on Wednesday,
January
a dandy buy. Good reason for 16th, 1918, in the town of
Mrs. Farley will be awav from Al $8,500.00, its
Lovington, Coun-t- y
disposal so cheap. Tbos. G. Aitken, 512,
of Lea, State of New Mexico, in front
Alfor
several
months.
Gold
No.
N.
M.
South
buquerque
Avenue, Deming,
of the court house therein, the following
116.
described tracts of land, viz:
buquerque Journal.
FOR SALE FOUR very valuable business
Sale No.
Sec. 10 S'
See. It:
lota in Deming one block and a half from N'j.'!4, Sec.Its 23; S',.
MILLIONS OF FISH FOR
24; T. 11 S.,
NW,960 Sec.
of town, worth $8,500.00 will take R. 37F,.,
acres.
THE NEW MEXICO WATERS Center
The
containing
Inr quick sale $5 aw.W a bargain sure.-Th- os.
of fenc
pavements on this tract
1,. Aitken, 512, South Gold Avenue,
Deming,
ing( value $200.00.
....
AlnmoRonlo, N. M Nov. 7. New ... ....
ESalt No' m
Mexico will soon nlant half a mil- - 'untT fTTt "sr"s7tis7ni rT7
All of Sec.
Sec. 22;
TTTi
Grocery
Bakery 23: SI',. See. 24: All nf See. 25. All nf
,ion fish n EicnJ,ant ButM hke.
lo ng an Sec. 26:
c.iauiisiicu h iii
All of Sec. 27: All of Sec. 34
S3O.0UU.0U
01
oer
crannie
and perch. The avcrsite nusincss
about
All of Sec. 35:
mostly bass,
N'A, SW. N'ASWA.
SE'A
price, none but
state game and fish department has month, will sell at invoice- tnna.
T. 12S., K. 32E., contain
36;
AllKcn, intr 5080 acres, which 4480 nerps were aelert
apply.l.
tl
"Jlal.,p
Prop1""0
mu
aoutn Gold Avenue, Ueming, N. M.
niioina
eil for the Santa Fe anil Grant
County
in l tie nuiiii inn m inc state wtui .o. ,10.
Railrond
Bond Fund.
The improvements
on this tract consist of wells, windmills,
two and a half million trout. These
Three sections deeded land at $6.50 pel tank, and fencing, value $1720,
are eastern brook, native and rain- acre or will lease for three years for $350
bow.
per year, Plenty of water and grass, 7
Sale No. 117
All of Sec. 35; All of Sec,
Tucumcari. No. 46, State Record. 36; T. HSj R. 33E. All of
The announcement that this work miles from N.
Sec. 2; T.
M.
Santa
Fe,
R.
US.,
33E.,
containing 1919.56 acres, of
has been accomnlished and is under
which 640 acres were selected for the Santa
1
mane
was
heo. Ten Section Ranch, all under fence, two I'V and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
torlav by
way
' tne De8t waterings in New Mexico. I960 The improvements on this tract consist
fish acres
State , trame and
Renault, Tr.
,
otate Lease wnicn expiree uct.,
of a revrvoir,
i,
.......I..
fencing, sheds and corrals,
."-"- '
lain
nalenled land leased: antilica
Jordan car, en route to the Pecosltion to purchase 640 acres of State land value $1270.
50
cents per acre
(with the first payment of
S.,le No. S
SWXSWX, Sec. 36; T. 12P.,
vaPey,
600 acres
($5.00
R. 32K.
All of Sec. 2;
T. 13S. R. 32E.,
M r. Rotiault is making a tour of
rnn,rnrre, ,acre);
ai $2,W W containing 678.08 acres. The improvements
this section of the State conferring .Imn, balance $500 per year. 8 per cent on this land consist of well, windmill and
with his fh'f"t'V and investifatine 'interest (would expect purchaser to carry surface tank, value $500.00.

tttttt'

FARLEY APPOINTED DELEGATE
TO LOBBY AT WASHINGTON

HEW MEXICO NEWS REVIEW

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

From Special Reports and State Papers
and there are
persons to twenty-sitwo more operators on the road who
will report to Manager J. E. Apple-gat- e
tomorrow or Monday.
Since the camp was established
here the Western Union, has remodelled its entire 'local equipment until
it is now one of the biggest offices
of the company in the state, and its
receipts have increased close to 400
per cent.

CURRY

x,

Wonderful Growth Of Clovis
One of the most thriving and fastest growing towns in New Mexico
is Clovis, coiTnty seat of Curry county, and supply point for one of the
best agricultural districts in the
state. The prosperity of the farmers, due to the high prices of wheat,
beans and other produce of the soil,
is reflected in Clovis, which is ex Schools Literally Overflowing
With an enrollment of over two
periencing something in the nature
of a building boom. Among that hundred more pupils this year than
more important structures now in; there were at the same time last
course of erection are:
'year, the Deming schools are facing
The new High school
$75,000 the problem of petting more room
New two story garage
$12,000 to accommodate the additional num- Clovis National bank bl'dgi
$25,000 ,ber and of providing
equipment to
Alfalfa Lumber Co. office
be used in teaching them.
month
f the,
building
i
Brick residence
1916, the num- f
year
Two brick residences
uii mc runs was
uic atuuis
v.vuujuci
Frame buildines. dwellings.
were barely adequatetuj, to provide
All this worknis now in course of room for that number, and now, at
construction and is in addition to the end of the second month of the
several hundred thousand dollars' 1917 school 'year, the number enworth of new buildings completed rolled is 1131, and the faculty emmonths. ployed this year has only been induring the past eighteen
Contracts have also been let for many creased by one teacher over the
other dwellings and at least one im- number who were employed last
portant business structure, v
year. In no room in the schools
are there enough seats to meet the
$31. 750 In Liberty Bond
requirements of the number of pup.
The three banks of this city con- ils who are attending the classes,
cluded the sale of Liberty Bonds and, while the board has ordered
Saturday night, the total aggregating mire seats, there is, at present, no
$31,750.00, in the following apportion- place to put them when they arrive.
ment :
In three of the rooms the pupils
Clovis National Bank
$13 35000 have to divide the sessions.! each
8900.00
half of the classes receiving tuition
First National Bank
9.50000 for half of
Citizen's Bank of Clovis
each period. Deming
falls slightly short of the Headlight.
This
national
the
to
quota
Curry county
war fund, but is an excellent show-- 1
OTERO
ins. The purchase of the bonds represents a wide distribution. Clovis
Journal.
Prohibition Ra'ly And Parade
The
diy committee of the
Prohibition forces has furnished the
DONA ANA
News with the following program for
next Tuesday.
Reducing Acreage In Melons
There will be a grand parade of
I. D. Hale, representative of C. H. floats with
temperance banners and
Weaver & Co., of Chicago, and I. W. mottoes. Forty-five
cars have been
Worf, general manager of that firm promised besides several wagons.
met the melon growers of this diswil firm on 11th St..
The
trict here the past week. Relations near theparade
grade school at nine o'clock
between the growers and this firm
morning. Nov. 6th.
have been very sati'sfactory, but the Tuesday
A free lunch will be served which
company will not encourage the will consist of coffee and sandwiches,
planting this year of a much greater for the bcncfi, of the vo(ers on th e
uc" Court House
CA",cl-""
creased acreage. The company re-- , The women gnunds.
wHo have a!I of tho,e
commended the planting of the Bur- arations on hand are
rell Gem. One hundred, and e.ghty- -' w;th a v;m to have everythingworkinp.
ready
four acres have been s.gned up.
!for the morinr! o the jlerrtion.
uasi season ipoo.uuu was paw pyi n. nwnm. C T. MrArlamc an,l
this company for melons in this dis
Jqo. Tavlor are the marshals for the
trict. Las Cruces Republic.
day. Alamogordo News.
'
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Deputy Sheriff Shot To Death

Plant In Po't Office
J. E. "Red" Schrimsheh, one of the Heating
C. M. Youncibcrg. El Paso

best known and most efficient deputy
sher
near xiav.ii,itx T131M uav by all
sassin who fired at him from am
bush. The bullet entered his heart
killine him instantlv.
Schrimsher and Walter Birchfield
had' been, oni a trip to Charles Up
and it was on the re
shaw's. ranch ....
.
i
turn journey
wiai inc murucr uitui- ....
n
j tu. near
Hachita, and Birch-fiel- d
ranch, quite
got off his horse to open the
gate. While he was thus engaged
a bullet struck tne wire tence nearby and fell at his feet. Almost im-

''""1

nrandTkl'rr
the

.Effi

Postofficei

at

provements
is a

Con- -

This

matter that has been long dc

layed.

Foreman Sells Newsoaper Stock
The American . Printing
Company
.
r
i
... .
mc
nas iittrniiasrii
muihi. i ...t ii
Bramlett and will cancel the issue.
The stock of several other stock
holders has been purchased during
the year. Mr. Bramlett has acccot- prt a situation
wirn 'tne uijvmon.
Herald. The familv left
the
on
here
morninjr Rock Island.
mediately a second bullet, fired with Tnctimcan-MemphiMrs.
terrible accuracy, struck the 'deputy and the children for Portales Bramlett
to visit
sheriff fairly in the heart and1 he relatives and he to
Guymon.
fell from his horse dead. No report of the rifle, or rifles, was heard
House
Bid On Oo-r- a
and it is presumed that the shots Contractors
R. F. Wrieht and W. P. Cooper
disconsiderable
were fired from a
Amsmlto
to
are here from
place Mds
tance.
to be erecton, the Npw Onera
The
ed by Hurley and Hawkins.
Two Officer In Shooting Scrape
are now
specifications
A shooting occurred at the 85 mine plans and
and the contract will bo
camp on Monday night the result ready
the week.
of a discussion between two peace awarded the first of
officers, Stanley Olmsted, chief de- Garaaye To Occunr Half Block
y
John Allen. Contractor A. Z. Fodders is conputy and
Olmstead
had noti-!"received, Deputy
JL et lh rover the en
fied Allen that he was discharged.
L.il
' He'd
trbe'atd
business wi" be
witho s?.1
Upon the return to the ccommodated:
manager.
.
.
. nt
mine of Manager Interrieden, Allen
was notified that his services as de- - W. C. Harris is at the Vorenberp;,
.
.
,
pu.y ana waicnman, were no longer,
Cn
g
Hp
.
.
oemg aes.rea. n is saia "at in tne
shinment of
room, of Mr Olmsted on Monday
,
h
fc
h Be,, Ranch
f
night a heated argument and con
Tiicnmcari American.
versation ensued ending with Allen Company.
inviting Olmsted outside the build
the
FNe.l.ISH WAI NUTS
ing to "shoot it out," a leaving dis
short
building with Olmsted
WILL BEAR IN S YEARS
Mr.
Near
behind.
the
door
tance
R. S. TRUMBULL THINKS
Pitts of the mine intervened, stepmen
the
to
two
prebetween
ping
In about five years the southwest
vent the firing of shots. Both Olm- will
of fine marketsted and Alien were armed and the able be a producer
English walnuts in the opinion
former drawing his revolver quickof R. S. Trumball, agricultural agent
est, fired one shot at Allen. The
El Paso & Southwestern, who
bullet entered the right side of Al- of the
was in El Paso Monday and spoke of
len's body grazing the spine and leav- the
success of the movement to graft
ing him paralyzed from the waist
walnut stock on the native
down. Medical aid was immediately English walnuts.
called and the man removed to Dr. scrub was
started about two years
This
DeMoss' hospital at Lordsburg.
ago, he said. Personally he has grafted about 900 trees, while large land
Heavy Shipment Of Cattle
owners in some cases have set out
Eighteen hundred and fifty head
numbers of the grafted stock.
of cattle were shipped from the local large
Senator Fall, for instance has 3,700
week.
of
on
this
Tuesday
stockyards
at his place at Three
There were three different shipments of the trees
N.
Mr. Trumbull said.
in the bunch. E. D. Nixon and his Rivers, WillM.,
Boar Neat Year
Greenin
of
the
vicinity
neighbors
Next year the trees grafted by Mr.
wood and the Gila; Parks Brothers Trumbull
will begin to bear, he said,
and others from the Dry Creek sec- and in a few
years New Mexico will
tion and Holland Bass. Jack Bass, be
a large annual crop of
W. S. Baker. Winners and Jordan; the producing nute.
There has been a
gjrafted
Creek
Mule
and) others from the
number of freezes since the grafting;
of
all
classes
wene
Included
country.
but the trees stood the test
stock. They were sold on a basis was done
and proved the process will be
of $32 for yearlings. Silver City En- well,
a success, he said.
terprise.
Inasmuch as the native nuts are
not marketable as a rule, Mr. TrumLUNA
bull said, he had no figures on the
size of the crop.
The above is from a reliable auTo Raise UMOt For "Y"
The start of the campaign to raie thority, but inasmuch as the English
$10,000 for the Y. M. C A., the Y. W. walnut on its own root has been
and the Boys Club in Dem- tried again and again in the vicinity
De.
down
froze
Alamogordo
..
.
. and
ing was inaugurated on Tnesday of
.
.
the Harvey ,luic ivniin
.3
evening at a banquet at forty-fiv""".
e
of the stunt too ewreiTsiveiy unin it
House, at which about
the leading welfare workers of the has been thoroughly proven. AlaJohn
mogordo News.
city were present. Attorney
s.

Hoe

urvder-deput-

-

n,

'"'C,

mfbefde

X&SFtf

saijsSiJu1"
T.

.grftFD

CCA,

C Watson, chairman of the
tee, acted as

toast-mast-

er

commit-

during the

evening.
Biff locroaaa la Telegraph
No firm in Deming more accurately reflects the srrowth of the town

We have heard no complaints from
the men who are doing the fighting.
All the kickers seem to have remained at home. Philadelphia Public Ledger.

and its sarrottndings the past three! The trouble with the People's
months that the Western Union Tel- - Peace Council of America is that
is neither popular, peaceful nor
egrapb office, which has increased lit
sta force ia that time from three American. St Paul Pioneer.
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,I,J
a.,ioj

ri;

4
houses, corrals,
value

$4975.00.

sheds, well and

fencing,

Sab

No. Kl
S'A, Sec 9; S'A, See. 10;
WH, Sec. 14; All o7 Sections 15, 16, SEtf,
Sec. 17;
NyiNEji, SEXNEX, Nwi,. Sec.
oee. li
SWM.
ii;
EyiNEJn. Sec. JO;
r.ttJvwft, see.
T. 18S., R. 37E., containing 4019.72 acres.
The improvements consist of well, wind
mill and tank, talue $1300.00.

t,

wyirw, a;B,
si,

versary of the date of contract nest folthc date of tender,
'
The Commissioner of Public Lands ' af
New Mexico, or his agent holding saeas
sale, reserves the right to reject any ana) : '
all bids offered at said sale.
Posseasraei
under contracta of sale for ttis above dep.
will ba riven net or befosw
cribed tract
October 1st, 1911.
Witness tnv hsfid anil ffh nffletkl aaal '
of the State Land Office thle 1th da ad
October, 1917.
ROBT. P ERVIEN.
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New " :
first rublicatloa October 12, 1917.
Last Publication December, 14, 1917.
lowing

STATE OP NEW MEXICO

Sal No. ta
V'A, SWtfNEX, WHSEX,
SEXSEX. Sec. 33; T. 18S7, R. ME., con-- '
taining 480 acrea. The improvements consist of fencing, value $65.00.

Sale No.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

PUBUC

-

LAND

SALE

WXZ'A, EXWi, SEXSEX.
SAN MIGUEL CO JMTr.
Sec. 29; EH, Sec. 32, T. 18S., R. 38E., con.
There are no improve- Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
taining 680 acres.
ments.
aanta re, xvew Mexico.
Notice ia hereby . given that, pursuant
asaf
1. rmmt
tU. msm
Ullrli
lSllM
vvm. n aWaiaT
jn vvw.
brbjb
S24

am

on this tract to be removed

by the owner.
State Land Office, the
Kl,,ljon, of ofthePublic
Lands will offer at
S'SSEM. Sec. 4: NKtf. Sec. Commissioner
Sale No. 121
Public
Sale
highest bidder, at
9;
WANWii, Sec. 10; T. lis., R. 38F... 10 o'clock A. toM.. the
on Saturday. December
320
The
acres.
containing
improvements 22nd, 1917, in the town of Las Vee;as, Coua- consist of fencing, value $7.1.00,
ty ot san Miguel, state ol new Mexico,
in front of the court house therein, the
Sale. No. tZ7
SW, W'ASE'i, Sec. 5,
NWi-W'ANFM. Sec. 8: T. 19S.. R. 3SE.. following described tract of land vist
containinflr 480 acres.
The improvements
Sale No. S4, SSWX, NwtfSWX, See. 1,
ronaist of well, windmill and fencing, value
S',NK, N',SE. Sec. 2, S',NEX, Sec. 10,
$225.00.
. .MKit.M Sec. II, W',NE, E'.NWK. SWjJ
,.
Sale No. tZS
VV'J4,
NEXSW, NWiftEU. Sec. 12. NEta
Lot 1, 2. Sec. 18: T. 19S.. R. 38E.. contain
NWSJ, Sec. 14, T. 16N., R. 12E., SWSEM.
ing 523.58 acres. The improvements consist Sec.
22, WViNEtf.
xSec. 27 T.
NWSE,
of fencing, value $150.00.
17.V., R. 12E., containing
1,040.00 acrea.

-

....

-

SaU No. 929
SJl Spc. 8; T. 19S., R. On this tract there are 101,580 linear ft.
38E.. containing 320 acres.
The improve of
poles, valued at $507.90 and 1,050,440 ft.
menu, consist of fencing, value $100.00.
B. Kl. of saw timber valued at $1575.66 maka total value for timber $2083.56.
ing
Sale No. 93$
FMXE, Sec. IS; SWSE$4-S'iSW- , .No bid
on the above described tract
NW!4SWJ4, Sec. 17;
i land will be accepted
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containing
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OPPORTUNITIES.
land
in
Kstancia Valley, wood improve-nuni- s fencing, value $75.00.
to the sale herein, each and all of said to make payment in full for any subdiviami abundance of well water, will
be deposited in cash or cert-Sal- e sion of this tract on which he may cause
must
amounts
be sold in a body, or divided to suit purNo. M4
at the time of sale and timber to be cut. said payment to be msdc
SW!4NF.',4, SEtfNWtf,1 ified
DEER HEADS
chasers. No. 56. State Record, Santa Fe, W'iXWlC SWJ4, W;SK, Sec. 9; All of which exchange
said amounts and all of them are prior to the cutting.
N. M,
Src. 16; T. US., R. JHK., containing 1040; subject to forfeiture to the State of New
The Commissioner of Public Lands of
acrr. The improvements consist ol fenc Mexico, tt the successful bidder does not Vew Mexico, or his agent holding suck
4 sections deeded
We mount all kind of domestic
land 7 miles from Tu- in, value W0.00,
execute a contract within thirty daya after ale, reserves the right to reject any and
it has heen mailed to him by the State ill bids offered at said sale.
larne adobe ranch house, also
Possession
and wild animals, life size or heads, cumcari,
three small houses; rural telephone, on
Sale No. 905
S!4 Sec. 1.1; WASF.'A, t.nnd Office, snid contract to provide that will be given the successful bidder upoa
Make rugs, laprobea, scarfs and daily
mail route, all ftiued and plenty Sir. 15;
T. 15S., R. 34E
the purchaser may at his option make pay execution of the contract.
N'S. Src. 24:
to J years at enntaininc 6K0 acri's.
muffs. Tan akin and buckskins. water. W ill lease place
Witness my hand and tre official seal
of
The improvements ments nf not less than
sell with lease 175 consist of fencing, value $200.00.
Must
Land Office this 7th day of
per year.
ninety-fivMount birds, fish and reptiles. Send $.150
percent of the purchase price of the State
head of cows at Sf5 per head, including
1917.
and
time
sale
nt
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to
the
after
prior
any
your skins and birds by express tot 5fl bead of calves by side. Ten per cent
RORT. P. ERVIEN,
Sale
No. 906
S'A, Si'C 10; T. 15S., R. the expiration of thirty years from date
No. 42, Slate Record, .I5K., cnntriininK 320 acres.
cut will be allowed.
Commissioner of Public J.anda,
Thr improve, of the contract, and to provide for the
George Hofbauer, Taxidermist.
Santa Fe. S M.
State of Near Mexico.
mtnts consist of fencing, value $200.00.
409 South Second Street,
payment of any unpaid balance nt the expiration of thirty years from the date of First Publication October 12, 1917.
Albuquerque, New Mexico. No. 102,
REAL ESTATE WANTED.
Sale No. 807
I.nts 1, 2, 7, 8, , 10. 11, the contract with interest on deferred pay Last Publication December 14, 1917.
t
Sec. 1;
1'. 1.1. 14, 15, lfi.
N'i, SF.'i. ments nt the rate of four
per
WANTED
Sdd State Land- - Numbers, plat, V'lSW't, SKHSWH.K',, Sec. 2; SWK.
W. O. W. CLERKS.
SW
annum, payable in advance on the anniverIf yon want receipt books with the name complete description. Box 61, Buffalo, Ok- M '4 Sec. .1; N'SKVi, Sec. 4; W'ASE'A, sary of the date of cnnlraet, partial paySTATE OF NEW MEXICO
and number of your camp and your own lahoma. No. 81.
SWA. Sec. 5; N',, SF.'A. Sec. fi; N!5, Src.' ments to be credited on the anniversary
name at reasonable figures write.
nf the date of the contract next following
T. 11S
1"; SWJ4, Sic. 11: NW, Sec-12- ;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The the date of tender.
WANTED Full details and descrip R. 35F.., containing 3523.58 acres.
Messenger, Miles, Texas.
You will be surprised how good they are ion
value
in'tirnvemriits consist of fencing,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
regarding large cattle ranches $1325.00.
for the money.
The sale of land selected for the Santa
No. 20. Care Siatc
n New Mexico.
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
TORRANCE
COUNTY.
Record.
Sale No. Mi
W'S. Sec. 7; T. 16 S., R. will be subject to the above terms and
R. 35F... containing 314.80 acres.
Iffice of the Commissioner of Public Lands.
There are conditions except that the successful bidder must pay in cash or certified ex5
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
WANTED
to 100 auctions ol good gras-inf- r no improvements.
of
land. Must havr running water and
change at the time of sale,
AT A BARGAIN
SOS
Sec.
No.
Sale
SWH.
Notice is her, by given thst pursusnt
7; the purchase price offered by him for the
W'ASZ'A,
olcntv of it. Western New Mexico sat
factory. Will not nav fancv nrice. but F.Vi, W'ASWA. SE!NW, Sec. 17: N'S. land, four percent interest in advance for o the provisions of an Act of Congreas,.
The B;st quarter section in New! able to handle 50,000 to 75.000 acres No.88 N',SE'4, SKKSKJi. Sec. 18; T. I6S., R. 37E., the balance of such purchase price and tpproved June 20, 1910, the lawa of the
Masvirn with Risw frAiti mil awav it Care State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
containing 1164.53 acres. The improvements will be required to execute a contract pro-of State of New Mexico and the rulea and
consist of fencing, value $150.00.
viding for the payment of the balance an- - 'csvlations of the State Land Office, the
Corni
Beans, Potatoes, Alf.l-Oklalio- WANTED
such nurchase orire in thirty eaunl
Commissioner
of Public Lsnds will offer at
and
terms
Information
e relative
fa Goo! 4 room BOUf.,
Sale No. SIS
WA, Src, 4; Lots 1, 2. 3jnii.il instalments with interest on all de- - public Sale to the highest
bidder, at
5,000 to 10,000 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, S'A, Sec. 5;
of
ranch
to
of
the
9
four
ferred
rate
on Tuesday, January 8th,
E'A
A.
at
o'clock
M.,
jn-i.tSW!4,
per
payments
fine gon, in faod
to
Sec. 6; NESEJ. Sec. 7; cent per annum in advance, payments and 1918, in the town of Estancia, County of
of
stock
with
water
icres
SW'jSF..
plenty
community. Plenty of (hade. Big --Or. Mo. 16. State Record, Santa Fe, N. M SK'A, N!4SWX, SF.tf SWX, Sec. 8; WK, Sec! interest due on October first, of each year. Torrance, State of New Mexico, in front
L-.-j
of the Court house therein, the following
witi,
9; All of Src. 16; N1,, N',S!4, Sec. 17; ti'AS'A,
,
tne anove safe oi lanu win- - oc suujeci described tracts of lands, viz:
18; T. IfiN., K. 3Kr... containing 4UG2.37
water rights are paid up. Cash deal, WANTED Ranch of 8,000 to 10,000 Sec.
valid
easements.
nithts.
I he
existing
acres,
consist of well,
improvements
dont try to trade. No. S3.
Sale No. S31
S!;NF.K, SE'jNWtf, Sec.
Must have good grass and windmill, 3 tanks and fencing, value 2700.00. rights of way, and reservations.
teres.
Noel L. Johnson,
36; T. 5N., R. 6E., containing 1.1) acres. The
ater. Will not pay any fancy prices
The Commissioner of Public Lands or improvementa consist of fencing, value
No. 11
All nf Sections 1, 2, 3,
Hops, New Mexico. Mo 15. State Record. Santa Fe. N 4, Sale
such sale reserves the $40.00.
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, his agent holding
18,
N'S, right to reject any and all bids offered
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27;
FOR SALE
Sale No. S14
Corporation Laws ot PRICE And Terms wanted on a good N'jSWK, SE'j, Sec. 28; All of sections 29, at said sale. Possession under contracts
SW',SV'A, ESWX, Sec.
Alt of sale for the above described tracts will 36; T. 5N., R. 6E containing 120 acres. There
Mew Mexico. Price 25 cents. State
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, T. 12S., R. 34E.
tract of from 5000 to 10000 30
grazing
5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, be given on or before October firat, 1918. are no improvements.
1.
Sections
nf
3,
2,
4,
New
Mexico.
Record. Santa Fe,
acres anywhere in Mew Mexico. Will 12; NVSNV5. Sec. 13; H'ANEM, SWtfNF.tf,
Witness my hand and the official seal
Sale No. S3S
not pay any fancy prices. If you have SUSSEX.
W'SNW, NWKSWtf. Sec.
NWtf, N',SW!4. SF.tf
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.
Sec. 14; N'A. SW. N',SE'4, SWtf nf the State Land Office of the State of 36; T. 5N., R. 6E., containing 120 acrea. There
reasonable offer let me hear from you SW5, Sec.
New
Mexico, thia twentieth day of October, are no improvementa.
All of Section 16, 17, 18, 19,
15;
TWELVE SECTION RANCH Six sections with full information in your first let- SE'A.21.
22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 . 33, 1917.
leased State Land, some patented land, ter. No. 78. State Record Santa Fe. 20,
All of Sec 36; T. 4N., I.
Sale No. S3S
34 , 35, T. 12S., R. 35E
containing 43,282.27
some homestead land.
This place it near
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
6E., containing 640 acrea.
The improvements consist of 3
acres.
Improvements
New
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Corona,
Mexico,
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of
Public
Commissioner
Lands,
of
consist
and
wells
fencing, value $500.00.
windmills,
tanks, sheds, corrals,
and has timber for the protection of stock. WANTED To lease large tract of
of New Mexico.
State
house and fencing, value $7783.75.
Price $16.000. No. 66. State Record, Santa land well located
and sufficiently
No 'sid on the above described tracts of
Firat Publication October 26, 1917.
Fe, N. M.
land will be accepted for Wa than Tea
All of Sec. 16. 19. 20, 21, Last Publication December 28, 1917.
watered for pasutre land. Northern
Sale No. 12
($10.00)
acre, which ia the
Dollara,
BARGAIN
One section, at New Mexico preferred. Interested up 28, 30, SUA, SlJSWX, Sec. 29; T. US., R.
value .rnereof and in addition thereThe Improvecontaining 4067.72 acrea.
$10.00 per acre; Soil good, productive, sandy
0 50,000 acres. No. 17. Care State 36E.,
to the auccesslul bidder must pay for the
ments consist of 3 frame shacks, barn, corloam, 125 acres broken for farming; well
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
improvements.
ral, well, windmill, tanks, troughs and fencof excellent water;
small house, barn. Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
ing, value $1200.00. '
chicken house, cellar; 80 acres fenced and
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with
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around whole section and one wiresjrotl9 0f purchasing ranches with
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LAND SALE
PUBLIC
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Sec.
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9,
16,
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in first containing
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S38
No.
Sale
3 wells and windmills,
NF.tf,
SWX,
and
of
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consist
Santa Fe, N. M.
No. 21. State Record, Santa fencing, value $1592.35.
letter.
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No
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of
All
Sec.
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No.
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artesian belt of the Pecos Valley, between
STOCK
FOR SALE-LI- VE
tions 22, 23, 25, 26, E'A, Sec. 27; SA. Sec.
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is hereby given that pursusnt than $3.00 per acre.
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3.t: tit
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Imported Kegis
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All
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I liE containing
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of thirty years from the date of
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windmill
well
and
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An Unusual Love Story
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM

NEED

OF BETTER HIGHWAYS.

lid

Ohio Farmers Convinced That Improved Roads Ars Essential and
"In that little church, John, and
Promise Financial Aid.
quickly so quickly, please !" she whisAt a recent convention of the Ohio
pered.
Sood Roads association the farmer
Jennings hastened In to where Ste- delegates spoke with the utmost conphen was sitting alone.
viction of the need of Improved roads,
"Mr. Stephen," he cried, "what's good 365 days In the year, if they were
coming to us? There's that French to do their part in the mobilization of
hussy outside, and a motorcar in the the resources of the country tn the
drive, and the chauffeur's asking cause of humanity. Moreover, these
where he's to sleep. The woman wants delegates from the farms did not ask
to know whether she can have the to have the roads Improved for them ;
same bedroom for her mistress as last they promised their fuU proportion of
time I"
financial support for their construction.
"Then why don't you go and see
An entirely different condition Is reabout It, you old fool?" Stephen re- ported from New England, New York
plied, "Pick up those pieces of glass
there, lay the cloth, and get some supper ready."
Through the open doorway they
heard Allne's voice In the hall.
"Meester Jennings, will you plense
come and help me with the luggage?"
"Get along with you!" Stephen ordered. "You'd better hurry up with
the supper, too. The boy Tom can see
to the luggage."
The old man recovered himself
slowly.
"You're taking 'em In, sir taking
'em Into the house?" he gasped. "What
about that toast?"
Stephen refilled two glasses.
"We'd better alter it a little," he
declared. "Here's confusion to most
women, but luck to John and his
wife I"
"Mr. John and his wife!" Jennings
repeated, as he set his glass down
mm
empty. "I'll just see that them sheets
is aired upstairs, sir, or that hussy
will be making eyes at Tom !"
He departed, and Stephen was left
alone. He sut and listened to the
sound of luggage being taken upstairs,
Sand Clay Road.
to Allne's little torrent of directions,
but profuse, to the
New
and
Jersey. There the congestion
sound of preparations In the kitchen.
In the room the tall clock ticked sol- of railway traffic makes the highways
of great value In delivering manufacemnly ; a fragment of the log every tured
materials from one city to an
now and then fell upon the hearth.
the motor truck has suddenly
Presently he rose to his feet He other;
henrd the click of the garden gate, become a real necessity In meeting the
the sound of John and Louise return- urgent requirements for transporting
the products of the cities. In short,
ing. He rose and stood ready to welthe rational improvement of roads Is
come them.
an essential element of the grave ecoTHE END.
nomic problems of the day, to make the
valuable
of the farm and shop
SCIENCE OF WAR IS CHANGED available products
e
to the user at the lowest

the faint beating of a motor engine
in the distance. John set down bis
She leaned a little forward on the
"Sly nun
reputation." she murglass. There was a strange look In
couch, she looked into his face search-Ingly- .
his eyes.
mured, "is absolutely of mi
hut remember that ton live
"There are more cars passing ajong
anxiously as If looking for
here, ami"
something she could not And. Ills lips
the road now than tn the old days,"
"Don't
be Kill)!" he interrupted were set In hard, cold lines.
The
he muttered; "but that's a queer
"Whut does ilint matter? Ami besides likeness to Stephen had never heen
sound. It reminds one good heavens,
his lips and drained Its contents.
according In you iind all I hi' rest of more apparent.
how it reminds one !"
"Listen !" she said. "You are a PuriThen the bell rang. He moved for
you here, these things ilnn'i :ifr- l it
There was a look of agony In his
man's reputationthey hit expertcd tan. Wlille I admire the splendid
ward to answer Its summons with face for a moment. Then once more
evolved from your creed. It Is
f lilni. See, I have rung 'li' bell for
re
he
As
he
heart.
It,
beating
opened
he raised his glass to his Hps.
Now I inn going In tele partly temperamental. Isn't It? I was
liri'iikfiiKt.
ceived a shock. A messenger boy stood
"It's passed out of hearing," Stephen
see
to
the
brought
down
to
which
He
up
note
for
things
differently.
outside.
took
the
boy
phone
iiiesxengor
said. "It's someone on the way to the
and I do see them differently. Tell
under
him
It
tore
handed
and
to fur ymir clothes."
boy
open
a lamp. There were only a few lines: castle, maybe."
They breakfasted together, a lilt If me. do you love me?"
Still their glasses remained suspend"Love you?" he repeated.
"You
la it, and kIii' made him smoke. He
John, my heart Is breaking, but I know ed in midair. The little garden gate
stood before the window, looking down know It! Could I suffer the tortures
you do not mean what you said. I know had opened and closed with a click;
upon the river, with his pipe In IiIh of the damned If I didn't? Could I
It was only a moment of madness with there were footsteps upon the flinty
inoiith and mi iinfuiiillliir look upon come to you with a man's blood upon
you. I know you will love Louise all your walk.
If the prince
my hands If I didn't?
Ids face.
life, and will bless me all your life be.
"It's someone coming here!" John
"Do you mipposi' that Louise knows lives. It Is simply the accident of fate.
cause 1 am giving up the one thing which
I tell you that If we had been alone I
cried hoarsely. "Why can't they keep
hrh.
at
asked
could make my life a paradise. I shall
nnythlng?"
"I slioiil'J think not," she replied. should have driven the breath out of
be In the train when you read this, on my away? It's two years ago this week
It Is for you to tell her. I rang up tils body. Love you !"
way to Bath. I have wired my young since I brought her up the drive and
He rose slowly to her feet. She
man, as you call him, to meet me. I am you met us at the front door. Two
the prince's house while you were In
going to ask him to marry me, If he will, years ago, Stephen I Who can it be?"
the liatlirooni. They say that he has leaned with her elbow upon the man
next week.
a hroken rib and some had puts, uns- telplece, and her fuee was hidden for
They heard the front door open,
I give you no advice. Some
!
heard Jennings' voice raised tn
tained In a motor acrldeiit last night, a moment.
they
I
Itself
with
think
life
will
that
day
light
"Let me think!" she snld. "I don't
unusual and Indignant protest. Then
Imt that lie In In no danger. There
SOPHY.
you.
their own door was suddenly flung
was nothing n limit the uffnlr In the know what to say to you. I don't
The letter dropped uiion the table. wide, and a miracle happened. John's
newspapers, and the prlnee's servants
John stood for a moment dazed. Sud- glass slipped from his fingers, and the
have evidently heen Instructed to give
this n i hi n to Inquirers. "
denly he began to lough. Then he re wine streamed out across the carpet
A gleam of interest Khnne in John's
membered the messenger boy, gave He shrank back, gripping at the tuble- t
lips.
fei'e.
"Don't be stupid !" she begged. "A him half a crown, and closed the door. cloth. Stephen turned his bead, end
few minutes ago I was looking out of He came back Into the room and took sat as if turned to stone.
"the
"My the liye," he remarked,
my window and thinking what a poor his place at the table. He looked at
prince Is a Frenchman. He w ill very
"John," she faltered, "It Isn't the car
little morsel of humanity I urn, and the empty rhnlr by his side, looked at this time It Is I who have broken
likely expeet me to Unlit with til III."
"No hope of Unit, my belligerent
what a useless, drifting life I have led. the full glass on the sideboard. It down ! I cannot go on, I have no
But that's foolish. Come now! What seemed to him that he was past all pride left. I have come to you. Will
friend," Sophy declared, with an atThe waiter came In si- you help me?"
I want to persuade you to do Is to sensations.
tempt at a smile. "The prince knows
that he Is In Knglnnd. He would not
go bnck to Cumberland for a time, lently.
He found himself upon his feet. Ste
to
"You can serve the dinner," John orand try hard very hard Indeed
lie fiiHty of Kin li mi anachronism, Detoo, had arisen. She stood bephen,
realize what it means to he a woman dered, shaking out his napkin. "Open tween the two men, and
cides, he Is n person of wonderfully
glanced from
like Louise, with her temperament, the champagne before you go."
mltiil. When he Is
one to the other. Then she looked
"You will be alone, sir?" the man more
her Intense Intellectual curiosity, her
again, lie will realise that what
closely Into John's face, peering
charm. Nothing could make Louise Inquired.
happened to him is exactly what he
forward with a little start of pain, and
different from what she Is a dear,
nskcri for."
"I shall be alone," John answered.
her eyes were filled with tears.
sweet woman and a great artist. And,
John took up his hat and gloves.
"John,"'she cried, "forgive me ! You
He (.'lanced at the clock It was a litJohn, I believe she loves you !"
CHAPTER XXIII.
were so cruel that morning, and you
Ills face remained undisturbed even
tle past eleven.
seemed to understand so little. Don't
"I inn ready." he announced. "I,et
by the flicker of an eyelid.
It was a room of silence, save for
really understand, even now?
me drive you home Hrst."
"Sophy," he said, "I have decided the hissing of the green logs that you
to go abroad.
Will you come with burned on the open hearth, and for Have you ever known the truth, I won
His motor was waiting at the door,
der?"
me?"
and he left Sophy at her rooms.
the slow movements of Jennings as he
The truth!" he echoed hoarsely.
She sat quite still. Again her face cleared the table.
she (jot out, she held his arm for
Straight ond grim
we all know that? Don't we nil
'
was momentarily transformed. All Its tn his
ii moment.
with the newspaper by "Don't
chulr,
and fatigue seemed to have van- - his side, Stephen Strnngewey sat know that he is to give you your rights,
pallor
"John," she said, "remeinlier that
J
thnt you are coming "
shed. Her head had fallen a little back.
Louise Is very
and very
smoking stolidly. Opposite to him, alShe
was
the
"Stop !" she ordered him.
Ho
looking through
celling most ns grim, equally silent, sat John.
direful !"
sensitive.
"Am I Too Good for You, Sophy?"
Into heaven. Then the light died away
He obeyed, and for a moment there Developments of the Past Three Years
"There is only one thing to do oi
were quiet at Murket Ket-to"Things
was silence a tense, strained silence.
to say," he answered. "There Is only know you, John. There Isn't anything almost as quickly us It had come, Her
Have Rendered Obsolete Most of
asked
John?"
then,
today,
Stephen
the Old Methods.
inn1 way in which I can do it."
'John," she continued at last, "I
left of tile John I loved. Let Die look Hps shook tremulously.
at last
!
'You
know
mean
John
don't
It,
you
lie drove the car down Piccadilly again !"
"There was nothing doing," was the have no rights to receive from the
scithe
You
me.
If
And
During
take
wouldn't
you did, brief
She swung around.
like a man in a dream, steering as
prince of Seyre. He owes me nothing. ence of war last three years the
reply.
has undergone radical
difwe
seen
you'd wunt
Listen!
life
have
"You speak of love," she went on you'd hate me afterward
Always
carefully as usual through the traflle,
Thut, for the space of a quarter of
obsolete much
rendering
find glancing every now Mil l then with suddenly. "Do you know what It Is? to send me bnck !"
ferently, you and I. To me there Is changes,
which past effort and study had esHe suddenly drew her to him, his an hour or so, was the sole attempt at
one
Is
and
that
love;
great
only
thing,
unseeing eyes at the streams of peo- Iio you know that love reaches to the arm went
around her waist. She had conversation between the two broth- and beyond thnt nothing counts. I tablished as standard. II. H. Wind
ple upon the pavements. Hiutlly li" heavens, and can also touch the nethers. Then
appeared with a
sor writes in Popular Mechanics.
came to a standstill before Louise's ermost depths of hell? If I throw lost all power of resistance. For the decanter ofJennings
wine and two glasses, tried to love the prince before you
1ms largely given way to Infuntry,
I thought I did, und I promnnd
house and stopped the engine with de- myself on your knees before you now, tirst time In his life of his own delib- which he
came,
reverently filled. Stephen ised him at
which now moves further oud fuster
I
because
believed
liberate care. Then he rang Hie bell, If I link my lingers around your neck, erate accord, he kissed her feverishlust,
held his up to the light and looked at
that he loved me und that I loved him. In motor ears than was ever possible
and was shown Into her little drawing-- If I whisper to you that In tile days ly, almost roughly.
Machine guns have
"Sophy," he declared, "I have been a it erltlcully. John's remained hy his and thnt If so It was his right. Look with animals.
room,
which seemed to have I nine that were past before you came I had
I have come an awful
cropper, side, unnoticed.
On that night changed with conditions of Infantry
n perfect bower of pink and white done tilings I would fain forget, If I fool
down the road, John
"A
for
Jennings,"
glass
yourself,
Heavy artillery at long runge
told you that from henceforth every hut you might help me with what's
I was on my way to the castle; hut I attacks.
lilac.
left. I am going to start afresh. I Stephen ordered.
lirnke down, and In the morning the now accomplishes much of what forHe sn r walling as if in a dream, second of my life was yours, that my
thank
"I
old
the
sir,"
ye kindly,
heart beat with yours by day and by tun going to get rid of some of these
world was all different, und I went merly wis assigned to an Infantry
unable to decide upon his words,
ideas of mine which have brought me man replied.
hack to London. It has been different charge. The difficult and ulwuys perileven to sift his thoughts.
The night, that I had no other thought, no
n
Hie
He
fetched
from
side
glass
but misery and disappointever since, and there has never been ous work of the field spy nnd scout
ine purpose Willi which he had come, other dream, than to stay by your side, nothing
up to them board, filled It, und held It respectfully any question of anything between the has been left behind by the airman,
the one ipii'sl Inn he designed to ask, to see you happy, to give all there was ment. I don't Iwant to live
Mm.
before
want to just forget
myself Into your keeping, to keep any longer.
nnd me, becuuse I knew that It who goes forth openly and noisily,
Mas liiinilng in his bruin. The min- of
"It's the old toast," Stephen said prince
I want to live as other men
sweeping over enemy lines at a mile
love."
not
wus
utes of her absence seemed tragically II holy and sacred for you John, them.
live Just the simple, ordinary life. glumly. "You know It!"
a minute. On sea, It Is no longer the
what then?"
w as shaking in every limb. His
long.
John
"Aye, Muster Stephen !" the servant
Never a line In his fare softened. He Come with me! I'll take you to the
ship which can shoot the farthest, or
Then at last the door opened and
assented. "We've drunk It together eyes were filled with fierce questionthe fast cruiser which cannot be overl.oulse entered. She came toward him looked at her a moment as he had places we've talked about together. I for
wus
sat
and
there
there,
ing.
Stephen
a
I give It ye
taken, that sinks the most enemy ships,
with a little welcoming smile upon looked at the woman in Piccadilly. Into am always happy and contented with uow ninny all long yeur.
too.
his
in
wonder
face,
with
my heurt confusion to
you. Let's try It !"
but the submarine whose underwater
her lips. Her manner was (ray, ut- whose hand lie had dropped gold.
me
morncame
to
"When
that
you
all women !"
Her arms stole around his neck.
missiles ure often unseen and never
"Are you going tn tell tile that It Is
most affectionate.
ing," she went on, "you spoke to me heard.
"John," she whispered, hiding her
They both glanced nt John, who in
"Have you come to take me for n the truth?" he asked hoarsely,
I
undera
couldn't
Trench warfare as practiced today
"Think for a single moment of that face for a moment. "What can I say? showed no signs of movement. Then standstrange tongue.
ride before lunch?" she asked, "Do
you, you seemed so far away. Is an
evolution of the old earthwork
love, John!" What could any poor, weak little cren-tur- e they drunk together, the older man I wanted to tell
you know. I think that I should really feeling which you call
the
whole
you
truth,
like me sny? You know I am and his servant.
Still John never
Idea, but so changed and expnnded as
We might lunch at Hnnelngli she pleaded. "Listen ! I love you. It
like it
I
sure
I
but
dldn
yrnsn't
Perhaps
has come to me at last, after rll these fond of you I haven't had the pride, moved.
to have little resemblance. It was a
Jennings drained his glass,
m our way homo."
seemed to ine thnt it was
placed the decunter by his master's perhaps itme to
German Invention, worked out to InThe words stuck In his throat. From years. It lives In my heart, a greater even, to conceal It !"
best for
forget, if ever I had clude streets and
He stood up, held her fnre for a side, und withdrew.
alleys with main
where she was, she saw now the writ- tiling than my ambition, n greater
"So the poison's still there, broth cared, for the ways of our lives seemed urterles of communication from the
tiling than my success, a greater thing moment between his hands, and kissed
ing on his face. She stopped short.
her
forehead.
than life Itself. I love you, John! Can't
er?" Stephen asked.
rear, and complete underground habi"What Is It?" she exclaimed.
"Then that's all settled," he detations capable of housing men by
"And will be so long as I live," John
"Kver since I knew you." he said you feel, don't you know, that noth
am
"I
clared.
to
going back
my rooms confessed gloomily.
thousands. These underground rooms
"For all that, I'll
slowly, "there have been odd moments ing else In life can matter?"
1
now.
want
Not a line in his face softened. Ills
you to rome and dine not drink your toast."
are not only one but often two stories
when I have lived in torture. Iurlnir
the last fortnight, those moments have teeth had come together. He was liki with me there tonight, at eight
deep, the lower level being reached by
"Why not?"
o'clock."
concealed trapdoors. In the Japanese-Russia"There was a little girl you saw
heroine hours. Last night Hie end a man upon the rack.
Her eyes sought his, pleaded with her w hen you were In London. She is
"It is true? It Is true, then?" k
war the Japanese made use of
rame."
them, searched them.
demanded.
"Are you mail. John?" she demandmarried now, but I think of her some
zigzag open trenches as a means of
"You are sure, John?" she asked, her
She looked at him without any reply.
ed.
approach to a fortress, but to nothlnf
times; and when I do, you and old
like the extent employed now.
"Perhaps." he replied. "Listen. When The seconds seemed drawn out to an voice a little broken. "You want me Jennings seem to me like a couple of
left you lust night. I went to the interminable period. He heard the really? I am to come?"
blithering idiots cursing things too
"I am sure," he answered steadfast- wonderful for you to understand!"
club In Adelphi Terrace. There was n rolling of the inntorbiises In the street.
Mechanical Horse In War.
critic there. comparing you Once more the perfume of the lilac ly. "I shall expert you ut eight
a "mechanical horse" was
made no protest.
a
For
Recently
Stephen
and Lai robe, fin the whole he fn- - seemed to choke him. Then she leaned o'rlock !"
driven through the streets of Chicago
time he smoked In silence. Curiously
John went bnck to his rooms fighting
vitrei! yo'i. bur he gave I.alrolie the bad; and touched the bell.
to attract "fighting men" to the army
as they sat together, some of
"The prince spoke the truth," she till the time against a sense of unreal- enough,
first place in certain parts. Lntrobe.
the grim fierceness seemed to have
recruiting stations. The powerful trache said, had had more experience In said. "I think you had better go!"
ity, a sense almost of lost Identity.
his expression and settled
tor, to which a field gun and caisson
He bought an evening newspaper nnd passed John. More
life. She had bad a dozen lovers
were hitched, was controlled entirely
than once, as he
upon
on
It
read
the
He
!"
CHAPTER
XXII.
to
one
talked
way.
you. only
looked across at his younger brother.
by two reins in the hnnds of a driver.
hull
a
the
he
to
talked
She winced. The glad freshness
porter,
neigh- It almost seemed ns If there was some
It was taken through the congested
Before the
window of her bor with whom he ascended In the
seemed suddenly to fade from her
in his question
"loop district" thoroughfares with perthing of
did
lift
he
was
attic
bedchamber.
Gerard
think.
face. Her eyes became strained.
Sophy
everything except
fect ease. The plan was employed
ing look.
In
rooms
her
face
turned
to
with
his
he
westthe
"Well?"
crouching
telephoned
"You dined at the ordinary in Mardaily for a fortnight and apparently
'T found Oraillot.
I cornered him. ward. She hud abandoned all effort restaurant for n waiter, and with the
netted good results, for during the peKetton?" Stephen asked at last. ,
ket
T
one
to
menu
a
in
The
was
his
that
hand,
Inter,
sleep.
thought
ayked him for the truth about you.
riod large numbers of volunteers filed
"I
did."
was
in
bruin
h'T
too
he
ordered
dinner. Then he glanced
He put me off with an evasion. I heating
insistent,
into the recruiting places. Although
'Then
heard
the
news?"
you
too
clamorous.
Somewhere
It
nt
was
his watch
cnihe down here and looked nt your
beyond
barely seven
still little known, the machine is not
could help It?" John muttered.
"Who
mass
of
that
window. It was three o'clock in Hie
tangled
chimneys nnd o'clork. He went down to the barber "There
a new type. Primarily it is Intended
wasn't much else talked
morning. I dared not mine In. A very telegraph poles, somewhere on the oth- shop, was shaved and had his hair cut. about."
for agricultural purposes. It is suffi
er
side of the gray haze which hung enronrnging the hnrber all the while
demon of unrest was In my blood. I
"I've Come for Youl"
"Bailiff Henderson has been over
ciently striking In appearance and opstopped at the night club on my way about the myriad roofs. John and to talk to him. He gave his hands
to prick the curiosity
bark. Sophy was there. I asked her Louise were working out their destiny, over to a manicure, and did his best here," Stephen went on. "There's a so far apart. You went away, and I eration, however,
of 'the street crowds, and In this capacsmall army of painters and decorators drifted
but
wasn't
plainly to put me out of my agony. speaking nt last the naked truth to to talk nonsense to her. Then he came
I
it
true
that
on;
It
valuable work for the
down to the castle next week.
She was like C.rulllot. She fenced with each other.
ever promised to marry the prince. No ity performed Mechanics
upstairs again, changed his clothes coming
array. Popular
Magazine.
She started suddenly hack Into the with great care, and went into his You saw the announcement of the one had
me. And then the prince came!"
to
that
any
paraput
right
wedding in the morning Post, maybe?" graph In the newspaper 1"
"The prince was there?" she fal- room. There was a knocking at the little sitting room.
John assented without words. SteThe Difference.
door, something quite different from
It was Ave minutes to eight, nnd
tered.
"But what are you doing here, then?"
"now would you answer the old
"He rnme up to the table where her landlady's summons. She wrapped dinner had heen laid at a little round phen smoked vigorously for a few mo- John asked hoarsely. "Aren't you on
ments.
now
and
then
he
Every
around her, pulled table In the center of the room. There
question about the difference between
Sopt. and I were sitting. I think I her dressing-gowyour way to the castle?"
a politician and a statesman?"
was ii ilf mad. I poured him a glass of the curtains around the little bed on was a bowl of pink roses Sophy's fa- glanced across to where John was sitcame
a
little
arms
She
her
nearer;
was
Once
the
uneasiness
"I should say, replied Senator Sor
again
wine. I told him that' you had prom- which she had striven to rest, and vorite flower sent In from the flor- ting.
went
around
his
neck.
In
an
his eyes,
uneasiness which was
ghum, "that a politician tries to give
ised to heroine my wife. He raised moved toward the door. She turned ist's; the table was lighted by a pink- "You
dear
she
cried.
stupid!"
people anything they want and a
shaded lamp. John wt around the almost
r"
glass I run see him now. He the handle softly.
John moved a little restlessly In his Haven't I told you? I've tried to do. statesman tries to give them what
"Who Is thnt?" she asked.
' ld me. with a smile, thnt It was the
room, turning out the other lights, unand
I've
come
without
I
can't
for
you,
John almost pushed his way past til the apartment was hung with shad- chair.
they will approve of, after they've got
anniversary of the day on which you
"Let's drop It, Stephen," he begged. you. Come outside, please I It's quite It"
her. She closed the door with nerve- ows save for the little spot of color
promised to become his V
The
over
moon's
the
coming
less fingers. Her eyes sought his face, in the middle. An unopened bottle of "We both know the facts. She is go- light
Louise shrank hack.
her Hps were parted. She clung to the champagne stood In an
Treating a Puppy's Toe.
"He told you Hint?"
and ing to marry him, and thafs the end bills. I want to walk up the orchard.
to
hear Just what I've come to
John was on his feet. The fever back of the chair.
two specially prepared cocktails had of it. Fill your glass up again. Here's I want
Finding his valuable Airedale puppy
"You have seen Louise?" she ex- been placed upon the little side table. mine untouched. I'll drink your toast hear!"
had a broken toe, a Baltimore man
was blazing once more.
He passed out of the room In a took the canine the other day to
n
claimed breathlessly.
"He told me that, face to face!"
There were no more preparations to be with you. If you'll leave out the little
blossom-laden
"I have seen Louise." he answered. made.
,
"And yon?"
boughs
laboratory of Johns Hopkins
girl who was kind to me. I'll give It dream, under the
"If we had been alone," John an- "It Is all over!"
He turned impatiently away from to you myself confusion to all wom- of the orchard, and up the hillside hospltaL Surgeons carefully adjusted
toward the church. The dream passed, the fracture and In addition straightShe looked a little helplessly around the window and glanced at the clock. en!"
swered simply, "I should have killed
Irim.
"Confusion to " Stephen began. but Louise remained, flesh and blood. ened a crooked leg for the animal
I drove the words down his her. Then she selected the one chair It was almost eight He tried to ImagHer lips were warm and her arms held After
month plaster casts were rethroat I threw him back to the place in the tiny apartment that was likely ine that the bell was ringing, that So- "What on earth U that?"
moved and the dog declared cured.
lie had left, and hurt him rather badly. to bold hlw, and led him to It.
ph v was standing there on the thresh
They both beard It at the same time him almost feverishly.
CHAPTER

XXI

I'm afraid.
Sophy took nu
somehow, and now 1 am here."

Continued.
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"Please sit down." she begged, "and
You musn't despair
like this all at once. I wonder If I
could help!"
"No one can help," he told her grimly. "It Is all finished and done with.
I would rather not talk any more about
It. I didn't come here to talk about
It. I came tn see you.
So this Is
where you live!"
He looked around him. and for a moment he almost forgot the pain which
was gnawing at his heart. It was such
a simple, plainly furnished little room,
so clean, sn neat, sn pathetically eloquent of poverty. She drew closer together the curtains which concealed
the little
bed, and came
and sat down hy his side.
She clasped her hands tighter
around his arm. Her eyes sought his
anxiously.
"But you mustn't climb down, John,"
she Insisted. "You are so much nicer
where you are, so much too good for the
silly, ugly things. You must fight this
In your own way, fight It according to
your own standards. You are too good
to come dow n "
"Am I too good for you, Sophy?"
She looked at lit in. and her whole
face seemed to soften. The light In
her blue eyes was sweet and wistful.
A bewildering little smile curled her
tell me about It.

11
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old in her simple but dainty evening
dress, with a little smile parting her
lips. The end of it all! He pulled
down the blind. No more of the win
dow, no more looking out at the lights,
no more living In the clouds! It was
time, indeed, that he lived us other
men. He lifted one of the glasses to

chlnts-covere-

him-sel-

Good-by-
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cost

This subject should be studied at
once as an economic problem, the same
as the provision of railway and waterway transportation, the increase In cultivated acreage and the Improvement
of manufacturing facilities.
Crops that cannot be moved from
the farms except at enormous expense
and manufactured products that must
lie In storehouses because of congestion
of railways are of little value to a nation which needs such things now.
ROAD SYSTEMS IN NEW YORK
Total

Designated Mileage Placed
Work Hindered by
Scarcity of Labor.

at

11,988 Miles

The total designated mileage of
state and county highway systems In
New York state at the present time Is

11,088, of which 5,026 miles had been
completed and accepted on January 1,
while contracts In force at thnt time
covered 1,185 miles. This with the
contracts awarded during the year
1016, leaves a balance of designated
mileage not yet cared for of 4,210.
Highway construction during the past
two years has been gravely hindered
because of the fact that surplus labor
has been largely absorbed In munition
making and other abnormal Industrial
activities. In New York state during
1016 it was impossible to secure even
at largely' Increased cost, more than a
quarter of the labor actually required
for highway .work.

ASPHALT

IN UNIVERSAL

USE

First Pavement of Any Importance
Was Laid in Washington In 1878
Wearing Qualities.

1

wide-Hun-

s

h

n

The use of asphalt In paving construction has become so universal that
one never thinks of It as a comparatively recently developed material. Tet
probably the first sheet of asphalt
pavement of any Importance was that
laid In Washington, D. C, on Pennsylvania avenue In 1876 and on Vermont
avenue In 1870. The latter Is still In
existence today, and It Is an evidence of the wearing qualities of
this type of pavement even when laid,
ns It was, without the scientific methods of the present day.
Cheaper Than Other Meat.
Chickens and fowls give ns a supply
of wholesome,
meat that,
at the present time. Is as cheap as any
other meat we can buy, and far better
food than a good deal of meat that la
offered.
quick-grow-

n

Clean Up Garden.
Clean up the garden and burn all
weeds and trash. You will destroy
and make homeless many Insects thut
had figured on eating your next year's
crop.
Houses Clean and 8anitary.
The poultry houses should be clean
and sanitary and the fowls free from
Insect pests, thereby preventing disease and mortality.

Ice-pai-l,

Hun-terta-

Harvest Garden Seeds,
Garden seeds should be harvested
as soon as they are sufficiently matured to Insure their keeping through
the winter.
Value of Good Highway.
Even heathen countries realise the
value of good highways.

MUMTIOtlAL

DAY OF CIVIL WAR

SUMSfllOOL
Lesson

(By REV. P. B. PITZWATER, D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Cepyrlirtit. HIT. Western Newspaper Union.

LESSON

FOR
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HARDTACK IS

001 E

Uncle Sam's Fighting Men Are
Assured of "Three Squares"
Every Day.

11

FANCY CHEFS GIVEN LESSON
LESSON TEXT-Nehem- lah
GOLDEN TEXT- -" Whatsoever we ask.
we receive of him, because we keep hlf
commandment, and do these thing's1:22.that
are pleasing In his sight." I John
Best in the Business Are Able to Learn

t

Something From the Manual for
Army Cooks, Says' Wallace
Irwin.

Some twelve or fourteen years after
the revival of the worship of Jehovah
under the administration of Ezra,

led a company to Jerusalem to
restore the city walls and civil authorThe walls and gates of the city
ity.
hai lain In ruins ever since they were
broken down by Nebuchadnezzar. In
this condition the remnant of the
Jews who had gone back to Jerusalem
were exposed to the dangers of assaults from the surrounding enemies.
Not only was this exposure detrimental to the pence and comfort of the
people, but It was a matter of severe
reproach to them (v. 8). Nehemlah
was a man of strong character. Though
occupying a position of high honor and
responsibility In the very center of
the great heathen capltol, the desire to
hopor Ood was uppermost In his heart.
He Is an example to all young men,
demonstrating to them that It Is possible to be true to God regardless of
the environment In which he may be
compelled to live. In order for a man
to thus stand, his life must be rooted
In Christ, and these roots our faith
.must be watered and kept alive
through vital communion with Ooil In
prayer and study of His Holy Word.
I. Nehemlah Learns of the Affliction and Reproach of the Returned
Remnant In Jerusalem (vv.
1. The time (v. 1). It was In a
winter month, November or December,
In the 20th year of Artaxerxes. He
was engaged In the performance of hts
to
accustomed duties as
the king, when the news came to him
of the deplorable condition of Jerusalem and the remnant who had gone
there.
2. The occasion of (w. 2, 3). The
visit of Nehemlah's brother and certain
men of Judoh mode It possible for him
to Inquire concerning the state of the
remnant and the conditions of Jerusalem. They Informed him that they
were In great affliction and reproach.
3. The effect upon Nehemlah (v. 4).
He was greatly moved by the .story of
the distress of his brethren. Though
occupying a position of honor, and
all that heart could desire, he
keenly took the misfortune of hts
brethren to heart. He not only shed
tears of sympathy, but took these burdens In prayer to Ood. This is the
proper way to sympathize with the unfortunate. It is manly to weep with
those In distress, and to pray for
those who have need. Jesus wept over
Jerusalem and prayed for his own.
Nehemlah exhibited the spirit of true
The affliction and shame
patriotism.
of his own people went close to his
own heart National and racial solidarity constitutes the real basis of
The reproach and afflicpatriotism.
tion of a nation Is the reproach and
affliction of every member thereof.
11. Nehemlah's
Prayer for Israel
(w. Ml). We are taught that In the
midst of affliction, we should pray.
Nehemlah In this early time practiced
this New Testament direction. A
study of his prayer Is most helpful.
1. It was earnest (v. 4). He fasted
and prayed for several days. When
men are willing to desist from food
nd turn aside from their occupations
to pray to Ood, they are unmistakably
In earnest. This Is true fasting. Merely abstaining from food Is not necessarily fasting. It Is when our hearts
have entered Into sympathy with Ood
and his people and the desire for food
la removed, that there Is fasting which
Is worth while.
2. The ground of (v. 5). He plead
covenant relationship and the faithfulness of Ood In keeping hts covenant.
It is a good thing always In our praying to plead thus with Ood. He Is
delighted when we come as children
pleading for the things we need on
the basis of our relationship to him.
8. Unselfish (v. 6). He has as his
supreme object the welfare of Israel.
His personal Interests were not affected, either for better or for worse,
by the condition of the Jews In Jerusalem. Many prayers do not count
with Ood because they are
They display the otter selfishness
of the one who offers them.
4. Penitent, (w. 6, 7). He acknowledges that the state of Israel was due
to disobedience to Ood's commandments and their corrupt dealings with
Ood. So completely had he Identified
himself with his people that he Included himself with Israel as having
sinned.
6. The prayer of faith (vr. 8, 8).
He believed the word which Ood had
spoken to Moses touching his willingness to restore and bless his people,
though he was obliged to severely
Judge them. In our praying, we should
be able to point to some definite promise In Ood's word, as we plead with
him. Faith takes Ood at his word,
and holds him to It
fl. Definite (w. 10, 11).
a. He pointed to the specific people,
as those redeemed by Ood's powerful
).

cup-bear-
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By WALLACE IRWIN.
A few weeks ago the quartermaster

general's department, fulthfal to its
complicated task of supplying every'
y
thing from shoes to sugar to a
forming army of over a million
men, telegraphed an appeal to 58 lead'
Ing hotel proprietors throughout the
country asking the loan of 3,840 chefs
and expert cooks to teach the science
of gastronomies to the kitchens of our
16 new cantonments.
old
Now, the
mess sergeants of our regular army
cooking schools of which four have
flourished for many years are willing
and anxious to sit at the feet of the
capable wizards who have fed Fifth
avenue and Tremont street; but so
great Is the faith of the mess sergennt
in the manual for array cooks, Issue
of 1016, that they pause reflectively In
their scientifically arranged pantries
that
and allow quite unofficially
maybe a few of those fancy chefs will
go back to their hotels with one or
two choice recipes well worth trying
on the favored fellow who always gets
by the plush rope and calls the head
waiter by hts first name.
As a matter of fact M. Ponchard,
famous chef of the Hotel McAlpin
New York, was "loaned" a while bnck
In order to gain sufficient knowledge
of army cookery to Instruct National
Ouard kitchens In various New York
armories. M. Ponchard spent two days
rap-Idl-

browned-ln-the-ove-

volume of official recipes is about u
dozen years old. It has been collected
from many sources by many wise men
adorned with uniforms and backed
by general orders; but Its choicest
and best originated in the instinctive
Inimitable methods of Aunt Diana,
who concocted her champion waffles
by "Jes' tastlnV
Credit to Old 8ergeant
In fact a large majority of the good
and fine points In Uncle Sam's dally
menu for his Sammies is due to an old
commissary sergeant of Fort Itlley.
His name was Dunne, and he was one
of those "born to the griddle," who
has the same advantage over the ordinary aspirant to kitchen honors that
Kubelik had from birth over the little
girl next door.
He was not a man of education in
the ordinary acceptance of the word,
s
but he was a
army cook.
On scraps of wrapping paper or old
bills he kept a copy of every recipe he
had ever tried. These were edited by
Colonel Holbronk, then In command at
Fort Blley, and published In a little
book called "Methods of Handling
Army Rations," which has developed
Into the "Manual for Army Cooks," the
textbook In the army schools for conks
nnd bakers started In 1000 by Com,
Gen. Sharpe, now quartermaster gen
ernl. And a perusal of Its contents,
after sampling the results of Its coun
sel, leaves one little sympathy with the
words fitted years ago to tho bugler's
regular mess cull :

n

Bouple, eouple, souple.
Without a single bean!
Coffee, coffee, coffee,
Without a drop of cream!
Pisrsle, plgKle. plKxie,
Without a streak o' lean!

It

the
the

Same Food In Field.
la rather heartening to think that
men can hnve the same food In
field ns they do In harrnoks. This

Is accomplished by the bakeries, which
are portable, easily taken down nnd

set up, snd by the very remarkable
"rolling kitchens," which cook a menl
ns the army marches, having lunch or
supper ready when the order comes to
pitch camp. There are several models
of this rolling kitchen, some more n
trlcate than others nnd some very
much more substantial than others.
The government has ordered a large
number of a model which weighs 3,000
pounds. All of these kitchens have
stoves for burning oil and also nr
rnngements for the use of coal or
wood,

There Is also an oven where a mnst
may be brought to a turn, and, ns a
surprise to you, a big, smooth plnte
where flapjacks come to life. One
kitchen will feed 200 men, a war- strength company, nnd It will need
three men to operate It at Its maxi
mum capacity,
Trailing each kitchen Is a tireless
cooker with four large compartments.
There are now four regular schools
for army cooks nt Fort Sam Houston,
Tex.; Fort Blley, Kan.; Monterey,
Cal.; and Washington Barracks. The
new cantonments will increase these
schools nianyfold. It takes about four
months of rigorous Instruction to make
s
a
army cook, but under the
Intensive method tho cantonment cooks
will be educated In half this time,
Oddly enough, the fact that a man
has had previous experience Is more
apt to be a hindrance than a help, and
there Is a great deal In his natural
endowment. As the sergeant In charge
of the cooking school nt Washington
Barracks said, "You con do more with
some men In five minutes' talk than
you can with another In a month's
hard work." The work begins with a
talk on spices, which, to most of us,
seems the final touch rather than the
rudiments of cooking. But In the ar
my they really begin with the first
principles. The desire for food, known
as appetite, and certainly spices do
much toward making simple dishes
tempting and palatable,
Take, for Instance, the array Irish
stew. It Is far removed from the dull
wash-dadish which answers to that
name In most households. The vegetables are tender and flavosous; the
meat (round steak) is very delicious,
because It Is properly cooked ; and the
gravy; It's thick, but not thickening,
and so very good with the meat Juices
and vegetable flavorings skillfully ac
cented with spices that there Is a
Justifiable temptation to wipe the last
bit of It from the plate with a piece
of the excellent army bread.
Bread Without Milk.
To the average cook and housewife
this bread Is remarkable, for it Is
made without milk and without lard.
When you see it going Into action In
the floured hands of a squad of bakers
your comment Is that the shortening Is
"elbow grease," for It Is worked until
the dough Is perfectly smooth. They
"cut it over" five times, which takes
about 45 minutes of hard working, so
hard no mixing machine Is strong
enough to do the work.
The most difficult thing to teach the
student bakers, or "slick ears," as
they are called, is the shaping of a
loaf. This must be uniform, as there
must always be 12 pounds, divided Into
six equal loaves. In a pan. The recipe
for a batch of bread calls for 200
pounds flour, 4 pounds sugar, 4 pounds
salt 1 pounds yeast and 13 gallons
of water. The bnkery at Washington
Barracks turns out 3,500 pounds a day,
and every man gets his pound.
There are many very delicious and
exceedingly efficient recipes In the
manual for army cooks, and Uncle
Sam gives his boys all three of their
excellent meals for an average of 40
cents a day. If the economy of the
army kitchen could be brought Into
all American homes we would hear lit
tle of food conservation, for the utiliza
tion of every edible molecule is nothing short of marvelous, as Is the system of accounting for every Ingredient that comes out of the storeroom.
first-clas-
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Bread From Field Bakeries.
at Washington barracks, where he stu
died the cuisine for enlisted men; he
went back to New York with his ob
servations, together with a copy of
the month's menu. Today the McAlpin
serves by the enthusiastic recommen
datlon of M. Panchard a "military
luncheon," which is a duplicate of the
noon meal which Uncle Sam dishes up
for his boys. The price of this meal
Is SO cents ; and it is the highest compliment which Broadway can pay the
army's camp and field mess.
Embalmed Beef No More.
In fact the day of Civil war hard'
tack and Spanish war embalmed beef
Is "long gone.
Emergency rations,
of course, the soldier must carry to
tide him over bad situations where
the enemy fire Is hotter than the bake
ovens behind the line. But for feed
ing his armies In barrack and trench,
Uncle Sam has become a domestic
scientist who thinks In terms of nutritive values and a psychologist who
realizes that the stomach's digestive
Juices will not respond unless the
palate telegraphs Its approval to the
brain.
Never before in the world's history
have commanders of troops realized
how absolutely an army "moves on
Its stomach." It would not be going
too far to say that a unit in motion Is
organized around the commissariat
Closer than the artillery to the In
fantry, or the aviation division to either, comes the group of "rolling kitchens," which, their great kettles boiling
merrily all day, go mule drawn Into
action behind the marching men. Soup
Is simmering, beef is stewing, the classic beans are heating as the doughty
cook wagon bumps along. When the
company halts for noon the efficient
cook is ready to announce "dinner is
served." In appearance It's as simple
as the organization of a dining-ca- r
service; and In actuality many times
as complicated.
In the months to come, when our
kitchens"
are
American
"rolling
perched reasonably out of range on a
scarred field somewhere In France and
our boys from home are emptying their
generous helping of "El
plates of
hand.
Bancho" stew, they may lift their
b. Hs aaked that Ood would pros- bullet-proo- f
helmets to the printed
per his way and grant him mercy la consoler, comforter, snd friend which
the sight of the king. This was
has followed them to the trenches
part of wisdom on Nehemlah's part the manual for army cooks, issue of
Before going before men for considera1916.
tion of Important Interests, we should
As a matter of history, the present
ask Ood to prepare their hearts, so that
they will listen sympathetically to our
Ate Raw Onlona Like Apples.
plea. This we should do In all things,
and we can do It when our own hearts
Lady Shackleton gives the interestare right and we see the good of oth- ing Information that the members of
ers and not that of ourselves. His her husband's expedition found the
prayer was answered. The king greatest benefit from eating raw ongranted his request as we shall see In ions like apples. The Ironical title of
Chapter 2.
"violets," conferred on them for an
obvious reason, explains why onions
Shars It With Him.
are banned, but their nutritive and
The truest help we can render to an tonic value, particularly in cold condiafflicted man Is not to take his burden tions, is beyond question. In the Penfrom him, but to . can out his best insula laborers In the fields take with
strength that be may be able to bear them a Spanish onion, which Is the
the burden. rhllllps Brooks.
pick of bo family. Just as in this coun--
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ORIGINAL MODELS
HARD TO OBTAIN

u CABINET

The men who try to do something
and fail are Infinitely better than,
those who try to do nothing and suc-

frock
Women Have Little Chance for a Bulloz creation of a
made in deep brown velours with a
Individual Dressing at
slight cascade effect down the side of
a moderately narrow skirt The disPresent
one-piec- e

as they

come from the oven, piping
hot.
ceed. Lloyd Jones.
Pumpkin Puffs. Take a cupful of CARE IN BUYING NECESSARY
sifted pumpkin, two tublespoonfuls of
NUTS FOR THE MEATLESS DAY. melted butter, a quarter of a cupful of
New Form of Oriental Skirt Now
milk, salt and two
egg
Popular Has Two Openings for
One would not care to use nuts In yolks, mix and then fold In the beutei
the Feet and Is Closed in the
more than one way at a meal, but the whites, turn into a buttered mold, s
Center.
following
recipes In a pan of hot water and cook until
will be found Finn. Turn from the mold and serve
New
of
York.
The
worth considering: with a cream sauce.
fashion continues. Euch of the great
Nut Loaf. Take
centers where women's appurel is sold
A FEW WAYS WITH CORN.
t w o cupfuls
of
reports an extremity of business thut
stale bread crumbs,
s
one and a half
When serving corn meal the follow has caused the work people a loss of
the lieuds of the
of finely Ing recipes will be helpful to furnish sleep and threatened
departments with a nervous collupse.
n va rlety :
chopped nut meats.
Naturally, women object to huvlng
UIIU lfUKHHMIIUI
III
Spoon Corn Bread.
their gowns copied, and there is a
mixed herbs, one tenspoonful of salt
Mix two cupfuls of wa
Mix thoroughly and udd sufficient hot
ter and a cupful of hubbub In the apparel world concernmilk to moisten; cover and let stand
white
and ing the well established fuet that the
corniiieal
for ten minutes, add one more cupful
cook live minutes. Add gown which Is imported at a cost of
of hot water and turn Into a buttered
two beaten eggs, a cii- - $000 can be bought for $00 as a copy
tin. Bake one hour in a moderate
shops.
ful of milk, a table- - at one of the
There Is no remedy for this condioven.
spoonful of butter und
of tion. The woman who insists upon
two
Nut Biscuits. Take a qunrt of
teaspoonfuls
Ileut thoroughly wearing models that ure exhibited in
flour, one quarter of a cupful of sugar,
SjCjSJ salt.
and bake In a well the early part of the season must face
half a pound of finely chopped nuts,
be repeuted
of a pound of butter, three greased pan In a hot oven 25 minutes. the fuct thut she Is apt to
the streets or at parties us
egg8, two teaspoonfuls of baking mw-d- Serve from the same dish with a through
though she were gazing Into a muze of
and a half tenspoonful of suit. spoon.
Cornmeal Fish Balls.
Pick over mirrors.
Sift salt and baking powder with the
There are experts who say that the
flour, add sugur and rub in the butter. und souk a cupful of shredded
Beat the eggs, stir them into the mix- codfish to remove the salt. Add two remedy for this condition lies In the
ture and add enough milk to make a cupfuls of cold corniiieal mush, one hands of the American designers. They
hunsoft dough. Boll out in a
egg and a tuhlespounful of butter. Mix say that If the lulter will creute
us agreeuble
sheet, cut into rouuds and buke in u well und drop by spoonfuls into hot dreds of gowns which are
fat. Jiruln on paper. These halls
hot oven.
Nut Bread. Sift together two cup- taste as good as those prepared with
fuls of flour, two teuspoonfuls of bak- pola lo, and are easily made.
Coruuieul mush poured Into u square
ing powder, u half teuspoonful of salt.
Bent one egg, add a half cupful of breadpan and ullnwed to become cold
sugar, a cupful of milk, stir In the will slice und fry In neat pieces, makflour mixture nnd
s
of a ing a most ucceptable breukfast dish.
Custard Corn Cake. Beut two eggs,
cupful of walnut meats. Let stand In
the bread pan in which it Is to be add ii quarter of u cupful of sugar und
baked twenty minutes before putting mix thoroughly 81ft a third of a cupInto the oven.
Buke in a moderate ful of wheat Hour, a teuspoonful each
of soda, a cupful of sour milk and one
oven forty-fivminutes.
s
cupfuls of cornincul.
Stuffed Green Peppers. Cut the pep- and
Mix oil the Ingredients, Melt two
pers In half and purboil for ten minof butter In the pan.
utes, removing the seeds nnd pith,
drain and chill then fill with seusoned grease the sides well and pour In the
bread crumbs, nuts, a little tomnto or butter; over the top pour a cupful of
minrice. In fact any combination that Is cream. Bake twenty to thirty
well seasoned will make a pnlatulite utes. Wheu cooked there will be a
dish.
Pour a little boiling wnter luyer of custurd on top of the cake.
Indian Pudding. Scald u quart of
around the peppers, cover with buttered crumbs nnd bake until the milk and stir In very gradually
of a cupful of cornmeal, stirred
crumbs are brown.
with a little cord milk, cook until
Fruit Salad. Almost nny combina- smooth. Add another qunrt of milk,
tion of fruit with a
of nuts, a
of sugar, a
makes a most acceptable salad, hut of cupfula
of finely chopped suet,
salt,
cupful
few know how good a few blanched al- a
of raisins, u gruting of nutcupful
monds are in a potato salad, making it meg, two beuteu eggs. Mix well and
quite a dainty dish and out of the or- pour into a baking dish. Dust the top
dinary.
over the suet generously with flour,
Turkish Rolls Pound a cupful of which will make u beautiful brown
blanched almonds to a paste, put into crust. Hake slowly three hours.
a double boiler with one pint of milk,
Hoeeake.
These may be baked like
a Dlnch of saffron, one tiihleKiuwuiriil
griddle cakes, mixing cornmeal, salt
of sugar, a teuspoonful of suit and a und water to the
consistency of a
itimespoomui ci muter. Ileut to the pouring batter. Cook slowly on both
scnldltn? nolnt. remove mul pml until sides.
These cukes were originally
luke warm, then add a half yeast cake baked before an open Are.
a
uissoiveo in
little luke wurm water.
Mix with flour to make a soft dough
DAINTY DISHE8.
nnd kneud ten minutes. I'm into a
warm greased bowl nnd cover, let
The following may be suggestive to
stand until light. Make into long
the menu :
rolls, place an Inch apart in the pun vary
Frozen Bananas.
to rise. Rrusli
tin.
f m,,.
Put five large
This gown is made of
and sprinkle with finely chopped ul- bananns through a crepe de chine, and the
monus. isnKe in a not oven.
sieve, add the Juice is held In place with a necklace of
of four
oranges dark green beads, which is repeated In
Are you awfully tlrd of play,, little
and one lemon. a girdle. The slightly full skirt falls
Ctrl;
Boil a cupful of to the ankles, where part of the hem
Weary, discounted and sick?
water with a cup- Is turned into a Turkish trouser effect
I'll tell you the loveliest game In the
ful und a half of for one foot to pass through.
for
something
somebody, quirk.
sugar until clear;
cool and add the fruit and Juices. and satisfying to women as the French
GOOD OLD PUMPKIN DISHES.
Freeze to a mush. then add n pint of models, there will be a chance for Incream whipped and folded light dividual dressing.
heavy
A
good,
pumpkin ly Into the frozen mixture; finish
This sounds well, but there are great
should be so carefully prized thut Its
difficulties In the way of establishing
an
and
let
stand
hour
before
freezing
seeds are saved for anIt as a reliable theory. An American
other year. There Is no serving.
most delicious sauce to serve on designer who has made a remarkable
A
takes the Ice cream
pie which
is Butter Scotch Sauce. reputation for her clothes insists that
place of a
Boll together a cupful of sugar and she does not design more than a dozen
Long,
pumpkin
pie.
models during a season and that she
slow cooking, good rich two talilespoonfuls of sirup, and a half hopes to sell a thousand gowns from
Is
water
of
until
it
hurd
very
milk, a few eggs and cupful
these models. There you are.
sifted pumpkin are the when tried In water, Itemove from
a
add
of
Knowledge of Gowns Valuable.
the
heat,
essentials. Take a cupThe knowledge of gowns their silful of stewed pumpkin butter, a fourth of a cupful of hot
und a
of lem- houettes, their fabrics, their various
that has been cooked waterextract.
Color with caramel and movements will be first aid to those
until It Is rich and on
who are seeking not to be injured by
on Ice cream.
brown, add a pint of rich milk, two serve hot
Cocoa
Cake. Mix to- buying what they don't want. It Is
eggs, a little salt, sugar and (pices to
not necessary to purchase a gown
of cocoa, a
taste, bake an hour In a good rich gether a tahlespoonful
of cinnamon, a
merely because it strikes your funcy;
crust Ginger and a few drops of
of cloves, two cupfuls of flour and It Is a very good thing to see everylemon extract make a flavoring well
a cupful of raisins. In another dish thing than enn be arranged for your
liked by those who hnve tried It.
of Inspection and then, out of ull of them,
put a cupful of sugar, a
Preserved Pumpkin.--Cslices from sour
a cupful of hot apple choose the one which you like the best
cream,
a
ripe, sweet pumpkin,
and which you think Is the least upt
a fourth teaspoonthen cut In chips about the size of a sauce and one and
of soda which has been stirred to be worn by all your neighbors. If
fuls
dollar. Weigh them und allow a pound
don't mind this duplication on
nf sugar to each pound of chips. Peel Into the upple suuee.In Beat In the flour you
and
hake
tube
45 every side, then buy the gown which
mixture
for
pun
the thin yellow rind from a few lemons
In a moderate oven. Frost suits you. regardless of how often It
and squeeze the Juice Into a bowl ; al- minutes
will appear.
sour
cream Icing.
with
low a bnlf cupful of lemon Juice to
s
But the main thing to remember Is
Sour Cream Icing. Take
each pound of pumpkin. Add sugar
sour cream, two cupfuls thnt you must not be disappointed If
of
a
of
cupful
and lemon Juice to the pumpkin und
and boll gently un- you're not Individual. There ore cerlet stand all night. In the morning of granulated sugar
Cool until tepid, add a tain gowns that stand out as symbols
threads.
til
it
cook for half an hour until the pumpof ornnge extract and beat of popularity.
kin becomes clear and crisp.
It tenspoonful
The first one that comes to mind la
until creamy, when It can be spread
should have the appearance of candy.
quick over the cake. This makes a
When done take out the pumpkin, put crenm
colored frosting.
Into Jure or glasses, pour the sirup
'SHOWY" FROCKS ARE BARRED
and Almond Croquettes.
over and cover as for Jelly. This sweet- ToPumpkin
a pint of sifted pumpkin add two
meat may be served and eaten like
tublespoonfuls of melted butter, a Vogue for Simple, Dignified Dresses
preserved ginger.
Has Increased Noticeably Since
beaten egg, half a teuspoonful of salt
Steamed Pumpkin. Cut pumpkin In and half a cupful of blanched, almonds.
War Began.
steam
until
nnd
tended, mash Form Into croquettes, roll la egg.
pieces
and season with suit pepper and but- crumbs and fry In deep fut
Since women have roperly Interter, and serve as a vegetable.
Nuts sprinkled over cookies, added preted the war economy propaganda
Baked Pumpkin. Cut pieces of to cakes or ices always add food value and have realized thnt too rigid
washed seeded pumpkin In sections and attractiveness to an otherwise
In the matter of clothes Is poor
and bake In a hot oven. Serve as plain food.
patriotism ; but thnt extravagance and
baked squash, mashed and seasoned
"showy" dressing Is poor tsste, the
with butter, pppper and salt or dot
vogue for simple, dignified frocks has
Increased noticeably.
the sections with butter snd serve them
tailored frocks are being
brought out In a wide variety of styles.
uniform was found In the Interior of
Alligator Got the Uniform.
Silk, chenille and metal embroideries
A traveler returned from the Congo one. The head of the alligator was appear on satin and on georgette and
river, Africa", tells the following story : brought to England and presented ts plain flat braids are being used in
On one occasion the chief and natives the museum of Devon and County large quantities on the wool fabric
dresses.
paid a visit to the steamer In state. School.
The chief expressed a keen desire to
In the development of dressy afterhave some sort of European uniform,
noon frocks, long straight lines are
Prayers In the Morning.
and the captain afterwards took him
The little boy requested to be al- most favored, although some side
one of an elaborate pattern.
The lowed to sny his prayers In the morn- draperies are seen. When draperies
chief subsequently disappeared myste- ing Instead of at night "Nothing can are employed they are usually arranged
riously. In leaving the steamer be had happen at night 'cept burglars," he ex- rather low at the sides, so the barrel
to wade through a part of the river plained, "but In the daytime there's silhouette Is avoided and the natural
Infested wHh alligators, nnd after a automobiles an' fallln' downstairs, an line of the hips la adhered to.
Considerable Interest has been shown
Miitilxt if these had law mohI the gettln licked, an' lots o' thlnes"
well-beate- n

merry-go-roun- d
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try they would a lump of cheese, and
the advantage scientifically is, we believe, on the side of the onion. Before the war Breton fishermen, in their
blue Jerseys, carrying their strings of
onions, were s familiar sight every
season In English streets. London
Globe.
Very Close.
"She says her husband Is very close

to her."
"So close that she calls him a tight
wad."

e

tinguishing feature la a wide chain
made from gold mesh, which from
uround the neck drops to the waist
and seems to support an Immense)
square of this gold mesh which looks
for all the world like a woman's shopping bag spread out across the abdomen and attached to the belt.
Another is a medieval gown of deep
purple velvet, with long, angel sleeves
and a sweeping skirt that goes to tho
floor.

Another Is a coat suit In which the
Jacket has a deep point in front and
a rippling bustle at the bnck.
There are a dozen more, hut these
come to mind more quickly thun any
of the others.
The Oriental Skirt
It Is extraordinary how the Oriental
skirt has held Its own. Here It Is
with us again, and if one wanted to
be historical, it would be necessary
to go back to the early days of Paul
Polret, then Mine. Cherult nnd then
Callot and write of their efforts to
make this tucked-ln- ,
Oriental garment
the fashion.
Jenny has clung to It with a tenacity worthy of a belter fashion. Sho
has not varied the ruther ugly Una
of the skirt movement which sho
adopted. She gathers the skirt to the
waistline, turns the fullness at the
bottom up to a tight, narrow lining
and then allows it to swing free from
the legs us the wearer walks.
This season she has produced a novelty In the form of u skirt that is
more truly Oriental than the other,
and In this she U side by side with
half a dozen of the great French designers who have shown this skirt
without any apology for Its decided
Orientalism.
The distinctive feature In which this
new skirt differs from the old one,
both being taken from the Orient, is
that It has two openings for the feet
and Is closed In the center. Such u
trick being udopted by smart society
gives the eccentric designers a chance
to do during und retnarkulile things.
There Is one gown which has an
opening for the left foot, but not for
the right one. There Is nnother that
has two
openings for the
feet directly In front, with the outer
edges of the hem sewed together, allowing the fullness to cling to the outside of tlie ankles.
Tbo only eccentric trick that remains for some French designer to
do Is to put the opening for the right
foot nt the back nnd the opening for
the left foot at the front. Considering what has been created, one expects such u development of tills particular fashion at any moment.
There Is no use arguing against this
new type of Oriental skirt for evening
wear. It will prevail without doubt
among those who like what Is new
and what Is graceful, nnd there Is no
denying the exquisite grace of this
type of Oriental cklrt, und the good
setting it gives to u slim ankle and
pear-shape- d

foot.

d

If there only could be a law against
women with hroud, thick nnkles nnd
broad feet wearing this type of evening skirt, we would be a better
dressed nation, but as yet no censor
of fashions has arisen.
Callot's Gowns for America.
This development of a new skirt Is
not the only Interesting feature of
fashions in this particular garment
A certain get of designers is endeavoring, despite the cry for economy ln
material, to establish a skirt thut
touches the ankles for the street and
the toes for the evening.
A few of the best American designers ore back of this movement In an
alliance with the French. There ore
such leuders as Callot, however, who
make no compromise, but cut the hems
of their skirts to the shoetops for the
street and an Inch lower for the evening.
Another piece of bravado Is the way
Callot gives sleeves to her gowns.
They are long sleeves, or, yes, quite
covering the arms as well as the back,
hut they're made of a single piece of
tulle nnd ure attached to nothing more
or less than a moderately high girdle
which does not reach the arms at the
sides or back by severnl Inches.
She has one gown with oyster white
sleeves and back of floating tulle mode
from a piece of tulle drapery that Is
banded for twelve Inches with apple
green tulle, and across the front of the
wrapped satin bodice Is a bias band
of brilliant green crystal such as the
queens wenr In court costume.
Opposed to theso. evening gowns,
she produces the robe of the stulned-glus- s
saints. It is of swinging velvet
In cathedral colors, snd covers up the
entire body from neck to heels with
the exception of a few Inches at the
neck In front.
(Copyright. 151". hy the MrClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

street nnd afternoon
frocks; but the fact thut the best shops

In the

high-necke- d

report that women buy collarless
models In the greatest numbers seems
to indicate that the choker affairs will
have to truggle hard for existence.
Hats of Irregular Habits.
do not seem to go round)
and round in their ordinary way this
season, but Instead, brims do the most
unexpected things. They start out In
a perfectly natural nay. but suddenly
flare high In the air or show the brim
cut out In V shapes ut either the front
the back and sometimes one side. The
highly flaring side brim, wider than
the opiMisite side, seems to be a favored shape this season.

Hat shapes

Dainty Hat
One of the smart new hat models
e
velIs, of course, velvet of
vet ribbon deftly arranged over s
frame. The crown is made of the velvet wound round and round about,
and the brim Is of strips of velvet
overlapping the crown and barely i
Ing at the edge of the brim.
Inch-wid-
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$363,000,000.00 IS

THE VALUE OF SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State
STATE PROPERTY

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal

CAMP CODY OFFICERS TAKE
.- GOVERNMENT
INSURANCE

GERMANS WRECKING BELGIUM
PREPARATORY
TO LEAVING

.-

Havre. Nov. 3. The Belgian gov
Camp Ccdy, Denting, N. M., Nov.
ernment continues to receive details 3. All officers of the 34th division
of the German systematic destruc-- i .re intereitinar themselves ' in the
Hon of manufacturing plants in
and navy insurance and are
gium. Organized wrecking crews have making applications for policies. They
been engaged in dismantling blast are most all taking out the maxifurnaces.
mum allowed, $10,000. Its cheapness
Seven out of eleven rolling mills of less than one oercent per year
e
have been car- -. and the payment in case of death
at
montns
ried off. At Angleur everything has in monthly payments over
been removed as well as at Griveg- to beneficiaries are very attractive
nee, where nothing remains but the features t the officers.
steel works which the Germans are Solicitation has not been commenced among the enlisted men vet.
working for their own needs.
The medical examination required of
The Germans may have thought a man to get into the army passes
that as the transport was bound for him for insurance. El Paso Herald.
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THE TELEPHONE GIRL
Attorney A. B. Renehan left Thurs-Sant- a THIS IS THE VALUE FIXED
Spicer, of Socorro, was in
Fc Wednesday on profession- - day night to attend the U. S. court
COMTAX
THE
STATE
BY
The
telephone girl sits still in her
in session in Albuquerque.
al business.
chair
jnow
AFTER
LONG, And listens to voices from everyMISSION,
A. M. Hove, publicity agent for the
Judtfe B. S. Rodev, of Albuquerque,
where
HARD SESSION; ADJOURNwas one of the visitors in Santa Fe Santa Fe lines, was a business visitor
She knows all the gossip, she knows
during the early part of the week. in Santa Fc Monday and Tuesday.
all the news,
ED ON LAST SATURDAY
She knows who is happy and who
re- A.
Senator
A.
Mrs.
and
have
has
E.
Jones
W.
Governor
Lindscy
has the blues:
turned from Port 'Irs where he voted returned to their home in Las Vegas
knows all our sorrows, she
New Mexico property is now worth Sh
for the prohibition amendment Tucs- - after a visit of some days in Santa
knows all our joys.
a little more than $.io.i IXJUilW, as
F'
all the girls who are
day.
shown by the assessed valuation fix- - "e knows
the boys."
"chasing"
ed
Tax
the
commission
State
Tf.
Mr
and Mrs. VVriwht and party
by
Dr Frnnk
lord and Reginald
She knows all our troubles, she
a
a
weeks
Kansas
of
Citv
few
snent
davAvmch
on
adjourned .Saturday.
Print. v lift Thursday
knows of our strife,
assessed valuation, as shown' ne knows
trio near the Truchas in Santa Fe this week enroute to lu..The
hiiniiii
every man who talks
Id
,u ,mmi..!n,, u
il.as Cruces.
Perffs.
menu to his wife;
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ii rs
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e
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1
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business tni week returned to their this week. Judge Barnes was the above $M 000,000.
She could, sow a small wind that
Value By Counties
f'oor leader of the Republican forces
Siotne Tuesday.
would. soon be a gale,
The va uai on of the several coun
in the Third legislature.
"
tro'b,e and Iand us ln
ami
mine
not
Leslie!
output
including
ties,
Mrs. Rolier P. Frvtrn. Mrs
r
is
.
car
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property,
eili
Miss
Patton. attorney, general. private
companies
Harry
She would start forth a story which
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After
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Boy Scouts
Three cheers for the Boy Scouts
of America who have distinguished
themselves from Main to the Hawaiian Islands throimh their efforts in
se'Ming liberty Loan Binds, which
f loef Scout hxccntivc
James h..
Vet savs wi'l run well over $100.- OOOOO'I when all the cities and towns
are heard from in which Scouts
troops are located.
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POWER RATE

Plans are being completed by a
committee of the Woman's Board of
Trade and the Santa Fe Woman's
'club for a musical to be given about
the middle of this month, the place
to be announced later. The proceeds
of this musical will be used for
the work of the Y. M. C. A. in New
Mexico.
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Russia just now has a steam-rollbut no steam. Wall Street Journal.
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America, it had sick and wounded
or women and children aboard.
The Fifteen club will meet with Boston
Transcript.
Mrs. R. V. P,oyle this afternoon.
Mrs. E. L. Hevett to preside. A
very interesting program has been
prepared for the occasion :
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Memorial Services
The beautiful custom of observing
all Saints and all Souls day by the
Catholics on the first and second
of November was carried out by impressive and appropriate services
held at the Cathedral of St. Francis
and dther parishes in the city. On
all Souls day the graves in the cedecorated
with
meteries
were
wreaths and flowers.
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Denver for Shopping.
'Most convenient Hotel
Only block from Denver Dry Goods Company.
Only Va blocks from Lewis Dry Goods
Only 22 blocks from Joslin Dry Goods
Only blocks to Daniel Fisher Dry Goods
Only blocks to the main theatres and all the
main picture shows.
TWO NEW MODERN,
GARAGES JUST FINISHED WITHIN ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL.
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RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE.
The dinng room attractive and prices very
modest. The a la carte menu and tble d'hote

aij meals are both used.
Watnn Bros. own the Hotel and furnishings
NEXT
TRY THE AlIHTTOPTI
tKLiiiwnLnt
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER.

